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ABSTRACT 
Author: Mark William Creager 
Title: An Investigation of the Floor Attachment 
Assembly of a Large Transport Aircraft 
Seat Subjected to Crash Dynamic Loadings 
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree: Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering 
Year: 1991 
Accident investigations by the National Transportation 
Safety Board concluded that the passenger seat and restraint 
systems found in today's aircraft used by the airlines are 
inadequate to protect the occupant in airplane crashes. 
Computer models were developed of the seat-track assembly 
and finite element analyses were performed subjected to 
crash dynamic loadings. The seat-track interface was 
modeled with gap elements to accurately model the geometric 
interaction between the track and seat-track fittings. 
Results showed large deformations and stresses above 
yielding in both the seat and track when subjected to 
accelerations prescribed for certification under the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The need for strengthened aircraft seat and restraint 
systems is indicated by the National Transportation Safety 
Board (NTSB) in their accident reports involving both large 
transport aircraft and smaller general aviation aircraft. 
Many passengers have been fatally injured from secondary 
impacts due to the failure of their restraint systems. 
For certification, general aviation aircraft are 
required to have seat belts and shoulder harness restraint 
systems available to all occupants for front seat occupants. 
These restraints must be designed to withstand up to 9 g 
longitudinal (forward), 3 g vertical (up and down), and 1.5 
g lateral (side) acceleration loads for a 170 pound 
occupant. Data collected from crash sites indicate that 
large numbers of seat/restraint systems do not provide 
adequate protection from fatal injuries in otherwise 
survivable accidents due to the failure of the restraint 
systems. A 1985 NTSB Safety Report, "General Aviation 
Crashworthiness Project: Phase II - Acceleration Loads and 
Velocity Changes of Survivable Aviation Accidents," examined 
39 accidents and showed that 44% of the occupied seats 
1 
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separated from the aircraft structure. One of the findings 
in the report was that: 
...many occupants were needlessly injured because 
seat/restraint systems either were not able to 
structurally withstand the crash loads, or they 
were not used. Most of those injuries could have 
been prevented if the seat/restraint systems had 
been built to withstand more realistic dynamic 
crash loads, or if the occupants had used shoulder 
harnesses.1 
Only 32% of the occupants had shoulder harnesses available; 
of those, only 45% were actually used. 
In contrast, passengers in larger air transport 
aircraft do not have upper torso restraint systems 
available. They are protected only by a lap belt system. 
These lap belts are attached to the aircraft structure 
through seat anchor points. Usually, two or more passengers 
are seated in a given seat assembly which is mounted in 
tracks so that the spacing of seats (seat pitch) can be 
adjusted easily to satisfy different airline specifications 
for seating configuration. The NTSB found that these seat 
assemblies separated from their floor attachment points 
during crash landing conditions. 
One such example of seat/restraint failure occurred 
during the crash of a Lockheed L-1011-385-1 at Dallas/Fort 
Worth International Airport on August 2, 1985.2 Some of 
the 134 people who died were still in their seats that had 
been ejected onto the ground. Additionally, some of the 29 
survivors had also been flung from the aircraft while still 
in their seats. Fortunately, they managed to survive both 
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the initial impact of the aircraft and the secondary impact 
which occurred as their seats hit the ground following 
structural failure of the seat attachment points. 
Several seats on Air Florida Flight 90, a Boeing 737-
222 which struck a bridge during the initial climb-out from 
Washington National airport on January 13, 1982, also 
collapsed on impact. The NTSB concluded in its report that: 
...the primary impact forces experienced by the 
survivors did not exceed the tolerable limits of 
the human body. However, the secondary impact 
forces that most occupants experienced as a result 
of restraint system failures and violation of 
occupiable area did exceed these limits.3 
"Occupiable area" is defined as area in which the structure 
in the immediate environment surrounding the occupant 
remains substantially intact to the extent that a livable 
volume is provided throughout the crash sequence. Analysis 
based on crushing deformation for this aircraft indicated 
that it had experienced an average of 12 g deceleration. 
Another accident involving a Boeing 737-222 occurred at 
Charlotte International Airport on October 25, 1986. In 
this case, the aircraft rolled off the end of the runway 
after landing in wet runway conditions. Although the 
deceleration force was not considered excessive during the 
440 foot skid on unpaved land and through a concrete 
culvert, 31 passengers were injured. A right front triple-
passenger seat completely detached from the floor tracks and 
another three triple-passenger seats around it were 
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partially detached. The seat tracks had deformed as much as 
11 degrees in the forward cabin.4 
A 1981 NTSB Study, "Cabin Safety in Large Transport 
Aircraft," revealed that seat/restraint systems failed in 
84.4% of the cases examined. Of the survivable accidents, 
58.4% recorded similar failures. Most of the failures 
occurred in seat legs and their attachment points. This 
lead to the conclusion by the NTSB that the occupants of 
large transport aircraft are not adequately protected during 
crash landings.5 
Research into human tolerance to impact and short 
duration acceleration has been extensive. The human body 
can withstand loads several times in excess of the 9 g 
longitudinal, 4.5 g vertical-down, 2 g vertical-up, and 1.5 
g lateral accelerations prescribed by 14 CFR 25.562. 
Maximum decelerations survivable by an average individual 
restrained with a lap belt system are shown in Table l:6 
Table 1. Survivable Accelerations Using Lap Belt Restraints 
Direction Acceleration (g's) 
Forward 20-25 
Downward 15-20 
Sideward 10-15 
Upward 20 
5 
These values are accepted by the NTSB, the Federal Aviation 
Administration's Civil Aeromedical Institute (FAA-CAMI) and 
other researchers. While the tolerance to acceleration 
loads vary with age, health, sex, and other personal 
factors, these values do represent the forces a seat 
occupant is expected to survive. In addition, if an upper 
torso restraint system is to be added like the shoulder 
harness system, many tests indicated that the acceleration 
limits in the forward direction could be further 
increased.7 
In actual crash landings, accelerations induced rarely 
act in only one direction. The seat location, aircraft 
orientation, and crash-site terrain conditions all affect 
impact loadings simultaneously. Tests conducted at the 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories with varying 
aircraft/seat orientations showed tolerable accelerations of 
over 20 g's with no resulting injury.8 These tests did, 
however, use fully restrained subjects. 
Over the past years, there have been several works on 
the analysis of aircraft seat and restraint systems response 
to crash impulse loads, usually involving models of a seat 
and its occupants.9 One project generated an ad-hoc finite 
element program specifically designed to model the seats and 
occupants undergoing impulsive deceleration loads.10 As a 
consequence, after reviewing crash analyses and research on 
human impact tolerances for several years, the FAA increased 
6 
the seat design and test requirements in Change 23 of 
Paragraph 25.562 Amendment 25.64, effective June 16, 1988. 
This change specifies a minimum of 14 g vertical and 16 g 
longitudinal (forward) deceleration, along with other 
criteria using a 170-pound anthropomorphic test dummy. 
Nevertheless, the frequency of failures at the seat/floor 
attachment points warrant further investigation into causes, 
failure mechanisms, and possible solutions to this problem. 
FAR REQUIREMENTS 
Since June 16, 1988, the FAR requirements for seat 
certification, as set forth in 14 CFR 25.562(b) - Emergency 
Landing Conditions, are as follows: 
Each seat type design approved for crew or 
passenger occupancy during takeoff and landing 
must successfully complete dynamic tests or be 
demonstrated by rational analysis based on dynamic 
tests of a similar type seat, in accordance with 
each of the following emergency landing 
conditions. The tests must be conducted with an 
occupant simulated by a 170-pound anthropomorphic 
test dummy, as defined by 49 CFR Part 572, Subpart 
B, or its equivalent sitting in the normal upright 
position. 
(1) A change in downward vertical 
velocity of not less than 35 feet per 
second, with the airplane's longitudinal 
axis canted downward 30 degrees with 
respect to the horizontal plane and with 
the wings level. Peak floor 
deceleration must occur in not more than 
0.08 seconds after impact and must reach 
a minimum of 14 g. 
(2) A change in forward 
longitudinal velocity of not less than 
44 feet per second, with the airplane's 
longitudinal axis horizontal and yawed 
10 degrees either left or right, 
whichever would cause the greatest 
likelihood of the upper torso restraint 
system (where installed) moving off the 
occupant's shoulder, and with the wings 
level. Peak floor deceleration must 
occur in not more than 0.09 seconds 
after impact and must reach a minimum of 
16 g. Where floor rails or floor 
fittings are used to attach the seating 
7 
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devices to the test fixture, the rails 
or fittings must be misaligned with 
respect to the adjacent set of rails or 
fittings by at least 10 degrees 
vertically (i.e., out of parallel) with 
one rolled 10 degrees. 
These requirements represent a significant increase 
over the previous requirements of 4.5 g vertical and 9 g 
longitudinal decelerations. 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
STATIC ANALYSIS 
Structural finite element analysis is a method of 
analyzing the behavior of a structure under specified load 
and displacement conditions. This method provides a 
technique for solving the governing constitutive equations 
of stress-strain, equilibrium, and compatibility conditions. 
Most commercially available finite element codes are 
displacement based; they use the theory of minimum potential 
energy to provide a piecewise solution to the equations by 
modeling the problem as a mesh of smaller, simpler 
structures and solving for deformations at the mesh 
intersections, called nodes. Each grid in the mesh is 
treated as an individual element in which standard formulae 
can be used to compute its properties. The stresses and 
strains in each element are computed from the displacements 
of the nodes which are interpolated over the element. Finer 
mesh provides a more accurate solution at the expense of 
increased computer time and storage requirements. However, 
a mesh that is too fine may introduce round-off error due to 
the excessive number of calculations required for the 
9 
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solution. A compromise is normally sought where accurate 
values can be obtained without excessive round-off errors, 
computer time, or storage requirements. 
In solid mechanics, the stress vector {a} and the 
strain vector {€} are represented by 
{a} = 
xy 
:yz 
'xz 
ie) = 
€, 
V*y 
• yz 
i xz 
The isothermal stress-strain relationship for an isotropic 
material can be written 
la) = [E]{e\ [1J 
where [E] is the symmetric [6x6] material stiffness matrix. 
For an isotropic material, i.e., material with 
properties independent of direction, only two material 
properties are required to express the elements in [E], 
namely, the elastic modulus E and poisson's ratio v. In its 
upper triangle, [E] contains twelve zero components and nine 
nonzero components: 
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[E] = 
( l - v ) c v c 
v c ( 1 - v ) 
v c v c 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
v c 0 0 
c v c 0 0 
( l - v ) c 0 0 
0 G O 
0 0 G 
0 0 0 
ere v = Poisson's ratio 
c- . * . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
G 
[2] 
G = 
(1+v)(l-2v) 
E 
2(1+v) 
The equilibrium equations require that each of the 
differential elements be in equilibrium under applied 
forces. In the three principal directions, the equations 
are 
ax,x + Txy,y + Txz,z + Fx = ° 
ay,y + V,* + Tyz,z + Fy = ° [3] 
CT
z,z
 + Tyz,z + Tzx,x + Fz = ° 
The strain compatibility condition is used to exclude 
displacement fields that are discontinuous or single valued. 
This means that breaks, cracks, kinks, or overlaps are not 
allowed in the deformed body if these things are nonexistant 
in the undeformed body. The compatibility equations express 
12 
the displacements that meet this requirement. In a plane 
displacement field, compatibility can be expressed as 
x,yy y^,xx — 'xy,xy L J 
Most finite element methods are based on displacements; 
thus, each element invokes a displacement field that is 
already continuous and single valued. For these methods, 
compatibility is automatically satisfied. 
The finite element method provides a systematic 
procedure to satisfy the governing equations in a structure, 
albeit, in a piecewise continuous fashion. Analytical 
solutions are not available for most structures except for 
the relatively simple ones. In finite element analysis, 
solutions are not sought for every point in the structure. 
Between nodes, equilibrium may only be satisfied 
approximately. However, as the number of nodes is 
increased, the solution becomes more exact throughout the 
structure. The number of equations increases rapidly and 
more calculations are necessary. 
Unless constrained, every node in a finite element 
structure may move or rotate when loads are applied. Some 
of the nodes must be constrained to prevent rigid-body 
movement. In a rigid-body displacement, no stresses are 
induced. The translation or rotation of an unconstrained or 
partially constrained node is called a degree of freedom 
13 
(d.o.f.). It represents an unknown quantity to be 
calculated. The displacement of each node is defined in 
terms of its translation and rotation about the element x, 
y, and z coordinate axes. By suitable coordinate 
transformations, element axes are expressed in terms of the 
global X, Y, and Z coordinate system. 
In a linearly elastic structure, the applied forces and 
the resulting deflections are related by 
[K]{D) = {R\ [5] 
where [K] is the structural stiffness matrix, {D} is a 
column displacement vector, and {R} is a column vector of 
applied loads. If the structure has A nodes with B degrees 
of freedom at each node, then there are AxB=N degrees of 
freedom, and {D} and {R} have N rows while [K] has N rows 
and N columns. Each row in {D} and {R} corresponds to a 
possible displacement or force, and [K] relates the applied 
force to the deformation of the structure. The constraints 
on the structure usually require that some displacements are 
known in addition to the applied forces. Then, the equation 
can be rearranged and partitioned as 
A 1 1 A 1 2 
•^ 21 "^ 22 
[6] 
where {Dx} is the column vector of unknown displacements or 
rotations, {Dc} is the column vector of known (constrained) 
14 
displacements or rotations, {Rx} is the column vector of 
known loads or moments, and {Rc} is the column vector of 
unknown loads or moments. The equation can be separated 
into two equations, 
[K1:L]{DX\ + [K12]{Dj = {Rj [7] 
[K21]{DX\ + [K22]{Dj = {Rj [8] 
Solving the first equation yields the nodal displacements, 
{Dj = [ j q j " 1 ({Rj - [K12]{DC)) 
In a large structure, the stiffness matrix is "built" 
as each element is added. Each new element stiffens the 
structure, as its contribution is added at the appropriate 
locations of the structural stiffness matrix. Specifically, 
if two degrees of freedom are linked by an element, a term 
is added to the [K^] term, where i and j are the respective 
degrees of freedom. In effect, a load applied to the ith 
degree of freedom will affect the deformation at the j t h 
degree of freedom, and vice versa. 
Once the global stiffness matrix has been computed, the 
deformations can be calculated from the constrained 
displacements and the applied loads. From these values, the 
deformations of each element nodes are extracted, and the 
strains are computed from the strain-displacement 
relationship 
15 
• xy 
• yz 
y zx 
> — 
o o 
0 ^ 0 
0 0 - ^ 
A A o 
d„ dv 
a. o -z- -Z-
[9] 
y 
a. a. 
The state of stresses in each element is then computed using 
the stress-strain relationship. 
In general, stresses in two adjoining elements, at 
their adjoining edges, are not the same, i.e., a stress 
discontinuity exists. However, nodes shared by the elements 
have the same displacements. The stresses caused by the 
displacements will depend on each element's shape, size of 
the element, and displacements of the other nodes in the 
element. 
Displacement-Based Elements 
An elastic solid, being a continuum, has infinitely 
many degrees of freedom. Any point in the solid can be 
displaced. The equations relating deformation, stress-
16 
strain, equilibrium, and compatibility are partial 
differential equations. Finding a displacement field that 
satisfies these equations while also satisfying the boundary 
conditions is practically impossible for complex, and 
sometimes even simple, shapes. The Rayleigh-Ritz method, as 
applied to displacement-based elements, approaches this 
problem by substituting a solid element that has a finite 
number of degrees of freedom and whose governing equations 
are algebraic rather than differential. The resulting 
solution is not exact unless the actual solution is used, 
but the accuracy increases as the number of degrees of 
freedom is increased. 
Displacement-based elements begin with an approximation 
of the displacement field from functions that are 
admissible. Admissible functions satisfy the compatibility 
conditions and essential boundary conditions (external 
displacement and stress conditions). If u, v, and w are the 
displacement components in the x, y, and z directions, then 
the equations would be written as 
u = 
V = 
w = 
k 
E 
i = l 
m 
E 
i=k+l 
n £ 
^fi 
Aifi 
Aifi 
[10] 
2=i71+l 
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where the A± represent constants that determine the effect 
of any of the functions represented by the fj_. The total 
number of functions is n, and the number of terms necessary 
for each component to attain the desired accuracy for u, v, 
and w is k, m-k, and n-m, respectively. 
The potential energy for an elastic structure includes 
the strain energy from elastic distortions and the work 
performed by the applied loads on the structure. The total 
energy is the sum of the surface and volume components:11 
Hp = | ( ±{e)T[E]{e) - ie}[E]{e0} + (eF{o0} ) dv 
-fiulWdv - f {uW&dS - \D)T{p} 
J v J s 
1 1 ] 
where S and V are the surface area and volume of the body, 
respectively, and 
{u} = {u v w}T, displacement vector 
{€} = [ex ey ez Yxy Yyz YXz]T' strain vector 
[E] = material property matrix 
{€Q} = initial strains 
{<70} = initial stresses 
{F} = {Fx Fy Fz MJJ My M2}T, body force vector 
{*} = i<t>x 0 y 4>z <t>xy <t>yz «xz>T' surface tractions 
{P} = point load vector applied to the d.o.f. 
{D} = global d.o.f. vector 
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The degrees of freedom in the body are the constants 
CL, Cj, and Ck. These equations are substituted into the 
strain-displacement equation [9] to obtain 
e y 
y xy 
y yz 
y xz 
-
d 
dx 
0 
0 
d 
dy 
0 
d 
dz 
0 
d 
dy 
0 
J_ 
dx 
a 
dz 
o 
0 
0 
d 
dz 
0 
d 
By 
d 
dx 
i 
i = l 
m 
E *A 
i=k+l 
n 
E *i*i 
i=m+l 
[12] 
If Eq. 12 is substituted into Eq. 11, each term A ^ in the 
potential energy equation is independent, therefore, 
an 
•p ~ 
dA, = 0 [13] 
which consists of algebraic equations equal to the number of 
functions used in the displacement approximation. These 
functions are generally not capable of representing the 
actual displacements exactly, hence, the solution is not 
exact. The process, though, optimizes the hL so that the 
function combinations come as closely as possible to 
satisfying the equilibrium equations and stress boundary 
conditions. As more terms are added, these equations and 
conditions come closer to being satisfied. 
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Because a solid element with a finite number of degrees 
of freedom has been substituted for the actual solid, only a 
finite number of deformations can be modelled. The 
deformation modes that cannot be represented by a 
combination of the assumed functions can not be included or 
allowed. The Rayleigh-Ritz method, therefore, produces a 
solution that is overly stiff because the assumed 
displacement field prevents the solid from deforming the way 
it would naturally. The displacements within the element 
are interpolated from the nodal degrees of freedom of that 
element. This can be written as 
iu\ = [N]id\ [14] 
where [N] is the shape function matrix. It usually has 
three rows and same number of columns as the number of 
degrees of freedom of the body. Substituting this 
expression into Eq. [9] yields 
20 
(e) = [B] {D} where [B] = 
a 
\ 
0 
0 
a 
*y 
0 
a 
.*> 
0 
d 
0 
a 
a, 
a 
dz 
0 
0 
0 
a 
dz 
0 
a 
5y 
a 
d
*. 
[N] [15] 
Substituting Eqs. [14] and [15] into Eq. [13] yields 
tot 
np " I E tid)T[k]{cl}]n + 
n 
[16] 
t o t 
J^ [{dWrJ]a - toHp} 
n 
where 
[k] = J[B]T[E][B]Dv, the element stiffness matrix 
[Re] = element load vector 
and L indicates the summation of all the elements in the 
structure. It can be seen here that [k] is a symmetric 
matrix, and its number of rows and columns correspond to 
each element's number of degrees of freedom. 
Gap Elements 
21 
One method of analyzing contact problems, which by its 
nature are nonlinear, is by using multiple-point constraints 
(MPCs). This method requires that the degrees of freedom of 
adjacent, contacting elements be coupled. While this 
process solves the problem of load transfer, much 
information must be known about the behavior of the 
contacting bodies. For example, exactly which surface nodes 
may come together must be determined a priori. The degrees 
of freedom at these nodes must be coupled so that a 
resultant degree of freedom normal to the surface is fully 
coupled, while those along the surface are uncoupled. This 
forces a predetermination of the direction in which 
deformation must occur, which cannot always be done easily. 
There are several other problems with using MPCs: 1) 
Unanticipated contact cannot be accommodated with this 
method; 2) Friction cannot be modelled; and 3) The contact 
area must be assumed. The use of these constraints is, 
therefore, limited to simple models. 
A nonlinear solution to the contact problem is obtained 
through the use of gap, or interface elements, in place of 
the MPCs. These special elements are placed between the 
contacting surfaces. They provide a solution to the 
problems of contact area, locations of contacting nodes, 
friction, and contact surface deformation. Gap elements are 
22 
a combination of bilinear spring (normal direction) and 
damping (tangential direction) elements. The stress-strain 
behavior of a gap element is different in compression and 
tension, with a stress-strain behavior represented by two 
straight lines. In tension, the element has no stiffness. 
This accommodates the situation where the surfaces are 
pulling away from each other. In compression, the element 
generates a restoring force and the stiffness is set to an 
arbitrarily high number. The stiffness of the gap elements 
must be sufficient to allow closure of the gap without 
overclosure, or penetration. If the circumstances are well 
understood, the user can define the stiffness necessary. 
Stress 
Strain 
Figure 1. Gap Element Normal Stress-Strain Relationship 
The shear forces transmitted by the gap element 
correspond to friction between the surfaces. The element 
2 
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allows movement as long as the shear stress is above a level 
determined by the user. Below that level, no movement is 
allowed. The result is a bilinear damping effect (see 
Figure). 
Shear Stress 
Shear Strain 
Figure 2. Gap Element Shear Stress-Strain Relationship 
Normally, an iterative process is used to determine the 
correct stiffness. The first iteration uses a value that is 
much less than the stiffness of the contacting bodies, 
allowing the surfaces to move easily. This iteration 
determines if contact occurs. If the surfaces do not meet, 
the stiffness is reduced to zero. Each iteration increases 
the stiffness in the elements with the worst overclosure or 
overlap. The iterations involve adjusting the stiffness 
matrix and inverting it, then calculating the closure 
errors. Accuracy of two to five percent is usually 
considered adequate and conserves CPU time. Problems with a 
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large number of gap elements require complex stiffness 
adjustments and require a considerable number of iterations 
to converge to the correct solution. 
The work done in deforming a contact element can be 
represented by 
Ws = f (ph+Tsys) ds = Wsn+Wsc [i7] 
J s 
where p is the pressure on the deforming surface, T S are the 
shear stress components on the surface, Y S a r e t n e shear 
strains, h is the distance the surface moves and S is the 
area of the surface. Since this is work done on the surface 
(and hence a loss in energy), this term is subtracted from 
the potential energy in Eq. [11]. 
Structure Assembly 
Since the degrees of freedom for each element are 
already present in vector {D}, a summation can be performed 
to obtain the global stiffness matrix [K]. Each term in the 
local stiffness matrix is "added" to [K] such that it is 
multiplied by the same degree of freedom after insertion 
into {D}. [K] is then "assembled" as each element's [k] is 
added to it. The global load vector can be formed the same 
way, by adding each element's contribution where it fits in 
the global numbering scheme. The resulting potential energy 
can be expressed as 
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n p = \{D)T[K}{D) - {D)T{R) [is] 
where 
tot tot 
[K] = £ [k]n and {R} = {P) + £ 
n=l 7 3 = 1 
Making Hp stationary with respect to small changes in the 
global displacement vector {D} (similar to the procedure in 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method), 
- ^ = {0} yields [K\{D) = {R) 
which is Eq. [5]. The solution to the simultaneous 
algebraic equations will result in the d.o.f. {D}. 
DYMAMIC ANALYSIS 
The above equations are for static conditions, i.e., 
the loads are applied statically or quasi-statically. The 
criteria for quasi-static loading is that the load be 
applied slow enough that the frequency of excitation is less 
than about one-third of the lowest natural frequency of the 
structure. For higher excitation frequencies, the dynamic 
effects of the structure can not be ignored in the response. 
This effect is modelled by adding a mass matrix term [M] to 
Eq. [5]. Additionally, if there is structural damping, it 
is accounted for by adding a damping matrix term [C]. 
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Structural problems involving dynamics can be 
classified into two categories: modal or frequency domain 
analysis, and time-history or time domain analysis. 
Frequency domain analysis involves the calculation of 
natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of the 
structure. Usually.- it is desirable to avoid excitation 
frequencies that are near the natural frequencies due to 
problems associated with resonance phenomena. While this 
method is computationally faster, simpler, and less 
expensive, it does not allow for visualization of the 
structural behavior to a time-dependent excitation. In 
contrast, for time-history analysis, the time varying 
structural response to the prescribed loading is 
investigated through direct, time-step integration of the 
response. 
Eq. [5] was derived using the principle of minimum 
potential energy. To include the dynamic effects, work done 
by external forces must be equal to the work done by 
internal, inertial, and viscous forces. In linear analysis, 
translations and rotations are assumed to be small. Large 
translations and rotations require that the stiffness matrix 
be regenerated as the geometry of the structure becomes 
significantly different from its original shape. Inertial 
forces are proportional to acceleration (Newton's second 
law), while viscous forces are proportional to the velocity. 
Since velocity and acceleration are the first and second 
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derivatives of displacement with respect to time, for any 
displacement vector {u}, the velocity and acceleration 
vectors {v} and {a} can be obtained from 
iv\ = iti)
 [19] 
ia) = iu) 
Within an element, the displacements are interpolated from 
the nodal displacements, according to Eq. [14]. The shape 
function matrix [N] used to interpolate the displacements 
are functions of space only. The nodal d.o.f. {d} are 
functions of time only. Thus, the velocity and acceleration 
matrices can be written as 
M = [N]{& 
[20] 
{a} = [N]{a) 
where {d} is the nodal displacement vector. 
Setting the work equal to energy for a single element 
results in the equation 
n 
f {bu)T{F}dV+ f {buW&ds + Vteu^ip}; 
Jv. Js* tt 
= f ({deFio} + teuKpfa) + (6 u)TKd{u}) dv 
J v0 
[21] 
where 
{5u} = infinitesimal displacements 
{Se} = corresponding strains 
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{F} = body forces 
{0} = surface tractions 
{P>i = point loads (n total loads) 
{fiU/i = displacement at each {p}L 
p = mass density of the material 
kd = material damping parameter (similar to viscosity) 
If the point loads occur only at the nodes, combining 
Eqs. [20] and [21] yields 
[in] {(3) + [c]{<$} + {iint) = {iext) [22] 
where [m] and [c] are the element mass and damping matrices, 
and {rint} and {rext} are the element internal force and 
external load vectors which are defined by 
[m] = f p[N]T[N]dV [23] 
[C] = f Kd[N]T[N]dV [24] 
{zint} = f [B]T{a}dV [25] 
{jrext}
 = f [N] T[F)dy + 
j [N] T{$)dS + £ ip)i 
[26] 
Se i=l 
For a linearly elastic material, the internal force vector 
is given in the static analysis section, 
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{rint} = [k]{d} [27] 
and the governing equation becomes 
[m] {<?} + [c]id) + [k]id] = {iext) t28] 
For a structure composed of finite elements, the inertia 
terms are added into their appropriate locations the same 
way as the global stiffness matrix is generated. The 
assembled equation is 
[M]{D) + [C]iD) + [K]{D) = {Rexc) [29] 
where the capital letters indicate global structure matrices 
and vectors. 
Eq. [29] is a system of coupled ordinary differential 
equations. The displacements {D} are discrete functions of 
space and continuous functions of time. Modal method seeks 
to decouple these equations, so that they can be solved 
independently. Direct integration methods discretize the 
equation with respect to time to obtain a series of 
simultaneous algebraic equations to be solved for each time 
step. 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
To generate the stiffness, mass, damping and external 
load matrices for elements of various shapes, it is 
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necessary to evaluate the integrals in Eqs. [16], [23], 
[24], [25], and [26]. While computers can handle large 
numbers of calculations rapidly, traditional programming 
languages can not be used to perform integrations directly. 
However, numerical methods have been devised to handle these 
integrations effectively. The computer can methodically 
approximate each integration and produce a value that, even 
though not exact, is sufficiently close to the correct 
answer. 
Analogously, the time derivatives in Eq. [28] must be 
analyzed using numerical methods. To evaluate Eq. [29], the 
derivatives of {D} are replaced by approximations calculated 
from {D} itself at various time increments. This is known 
as finite difference method, because the derivatives are 
calculated for finite changes in {D}. 
Gauss Quadrature, a widely used method for numerical 
integration, and other finite difference methods, namely, 
the trapezoidal scheme, Wilson, Newmark Beta, and Houbolt 
methods are discussed below. 
Gauss Quadrature 
Since integration involves calculating the area under a 
curve, this may be approximated by sampling the function to 
be integrated at different points and interpolating the 
values between those points. Gauss Quadrature first changes 
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the limits of the integral by transforming the variable in 
the integral to a dimensionless coordinate with limits of -1 
and +1. For example, if f=f(x), x=(l-$)x1/2 + (l+{)x2/2 is 
substituted, where x1 and x2 are the original limits, 
X2 
= ffM I  \f(x)dx 
becomes 
J = |/2({)d(5) [30] 
-1 
where h(£) is the function f(x) transformed into the I 
variable and incorporates the Jacobian J of the 
transformation, 
J = = — — — [31] 
d(5) 2 
This is done to allow arbitrary changes in the limits 
without varying the limits of the transformed integral from 
1 and -1. 
The simplest approximation of the integral results from 
sampling the value of h({) at $=0, and multiplying by the 
length of the interval, 2. 
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J = jh(Z)d(Z) = 2h(0) [32] 
-1 
This describes a straight line between 1 and -1. 
Expanding Eq. [30] to include a total of n sampling 
points results in the quadrature formula, 
1
 n 
i = fhiUdii) = £ ^ ( 5 , ) [33] 
- i i = l 
where VIL are the weighting coefficients. For Eq. [30], n=l, 
Wx=2, and $3=0. 
This can be readily extended to include two or three 
dimensions by using the appropriate number of dimensionless 
variables: 
y2 *2 
I = | ff(x,y)dxdy 
y-i xi 
i i 
= ffhil,r\)dld<\ [34] 
- i - i 
m n 
i = l j'=l 
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*2 V2 X2 
I = j j f f{x,y,z)dxdydz 
*i y\ xi 
1 1 1 
= fffh{l,x\,V)dld<\dV [35] 
- l - i - i 
m n p 
i=l j'=l ic=l 
Gauss was able to determine the weights and sampling points 
that achieve the best accuracy. Tables of Gauss points and 
weights are readily available12. If the shape functions 
[N] are polynomials of degree n, then the stiffness matrix, 
which is computed from the integral of the partials of the 
[N] matrix and [E], may be computed exactly by using a 
gaussian quadrature with (n+l)/2 sampling points. 
Trapezoidal Rule 
Also known as the average acceleration method, the 
trapezoidal rule calculates the deflections, velocities and 
accelerations of the system after a time increment. Eq. 
[28] is written at a specific instant in time, 
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[M]{3}n + [c]{t)}n + [K]iD}n = {Rex% [36] 
where n denotes time n(At) and At is the time step. The 
displacements, after a time step, are functions of the 
velocities and accelerations after the time step, as well as 
the displacements, velocities, and accelerations before the 
time step, i.e., 
{D)n+1 = f({D}n+1,{D}n+lf{D}n, . . . ) W7] 
The trapezoidal rule uses the relation 
{ D U = (!>}„ + A £ ({P>D + (l>U) [3.] 
<^U = <£>,
 + At {mn + {£}„,) t,9] 
to relate the displacement and velocity before and after the 
time step. 
The motion is then broken down into a series of 
displacements which are analyzed at time intervals. As 
smaller time increments are used, the accuracy improves. 
Eqs. [38] and [39] may be solved for the derivatives, 
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The derivatives of {D}n+1 are functions of {D}n and its 
derivatives, and {D}n+1. These derivatives may be 
substituted into equation [29] to yield 
[Keff]iDn+1} = {Ref%+1 [42] 
where the effective stiffness matrix [Keff] and effective 
load vector {Reff} are 
[Ksft] = - A - [M] + -£ - [C] + [K] 
At 2 At 
[ 4 3 ] 
[C] {
-£l{D}° + WJ 
Eq. [40] reveals that, during dynamic analyses, the 
stiffness matrix and load vector are constantly updated at 
each time step. Initial values, {D}0 and d{D}0/dt and 
matrices [K], [C], and [M], along with the time step, 
produce time varying deflections. 
The trapezoidal rule is a numerically stable method. 
Other methods that yield better results in fewer time steps, 
are sometimes unstable for large numbers of iterations. For 
those methods, both accuracy and numerical stability need to 
be considered in time step determination. For a stable 
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method, the selection of the time step is based on only the 
accuracy desired. 
Houbolt Method 
In contrast to the stable trapezoidal rule, the Houbolt 
method13 provides a damping to high-frequency variations, 
called noise, that sometimes occur in numerical 
integrations. The derivatives of [D] are calculated using 
^>a+i= g j t (llto}a+1-18{D}fl + 9{D}fl.1-2{D}a_2) [45] 
te}n+1=
 A ^ (2(D}a+1-5{D}fl + 4{D}n.1-{D}J1.2) [46] 
With this minor modification, the Houbolt method becomes 
unconditionally stable like the trapezoidal rule. 
Newmark Method 
Newmark method14 is similar to the Houbolt method 
which provides the necessary numerical damping. This method 
relates the displacements and velocities at time step n+1 
using 
{D}n+1={D}n + AdD}^^f[(l-2^){D}n^2^D}n+1] [47] 
{D}n+1 = {D)n + At[(i-y){D)n + yiD)n+1] [48] 
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where P and y are coefficients chosen to provide the desired 
stability and accuracy. Unfortunately, this method becomes 
unstable if y is less than 1/2. When y is 1/2 and P is 1/4, 
this method reduces to the trapezoidal rule. 
Wilson Method 
The Wilson method15 assumes that the components of 
the acceleration vector vary linearly over the time step 
si = 6 Atj 
where 6 is greater than 1.37. Usually 6 = 1.4 is used even 
though the optimum value of 6 was proven to be 1.42081516. 
S is called the extended time step since it is larger than 
At. The linear assumption results in the relationships 
{D)nfl = {J»a + At{£)}n + A ^ < A 6 } [49] 
toL+1=toL+At{D}n+A|!{D}4.A|!{A5} [so] 
2 6 
The acceleration at time step n+1 is calculated from the 
equilibrium equation 
if>}n+1 = [M] - 1 [{R)n+1 - iFdynamic ) n + 1 
[51] 
-IT? i 1 
lJ7
 static 'n+lJ 
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where in addition to the applied loads, {Fdynamic} and 
{F8tatic} are dynamic and static loads on the structure, 
respectively. 
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GIFTS 
GIFTS (Graphical Interactive Finite Element Total 
System) is a commercially available computer program that 
consists of a group of compatible programs for 
preprocessing, postprocessing and analyzing structural 
models using the finite element method. It is the primary 
instructional finite element program used at Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University, and was chosen for this research 
because of that reason. Neither the time-domain dynamic 
analysis nor the gap element analysis had been used at 
Embry-Riddle prior to this work. 
If the structural properties such as the stiffness and 
mass remain constant during the analysis and the 
displacements are small, the analysis is linear. Otherwise, 
the analysis becomes nonlinear. Nonlinearity can be due to 
extreme distortions of the structure (geometric 
nonlinearity), material yielding (material nonlinearity), or 
changes in boundary conditions. Except for the gap 
elements, GIFTS is a linear analysis program. Therefore, 
its results must be checked to see that none of the linear 
assumptions have been violated. 
Because of the iterative natures of the transient and 
gap analyses, running both type of analyses simultaneously 
was beyond the capabilities of the available computer 
hardware. Thus, the transient analysis of the seat model 
under the specific time varying load cases was completed 
first. From this, maximum displacements were extracted from 
the seat motion as it moved in response to the acceleration 
impulse. The loads at the floor attachment points at the 
time of these extreme displacements were then applied quasi-
statically to the fitting, and the gap analysis matched the 
strains in the fitting to the strains in the track at the 
points of contact. This was the best method available to 
apply the loads to the track with the available computer 
resources. Using this method, the acceleration effects due 
to the fitting and track are neglected, which is 
considerably small compared to that of the seat and its 
occupant. 
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SEAT AND TRACK MODEL 
Detailed information on airline coach-class passenger 
seats could not be obtained from the seat manufacturers; the 
information was described as proprietary, or for in-house 
use only. A search for published information provided some 
data from the aerospace division of UOP, Inc. This company 
is now named PTC, Inc. 
The seat model used in this research is based on 
information obtained from the Silhouette model 910 from UOP. 
The model is not meant to represent any particular seat, but 
a seat that would be typical of one found in a large 
commercial aircraft. The dimensions and general structure 
of the model were provided by the UOP information. 
No information was available on support beam cross 
sections or materials. This information was obtained from 
visual inspections during commercial flights, using seats 
from different manufacturers. 
The six seat legs were modelled with stainless steel 
and the rest of the seat, including the spreader bars, were 
modelled with aluminum alloy specifications. The seat backs 
were not considered to be structurally important since they 
are relatively light and carry no load during the crash 
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impulse loading other than their own weight with the 
assumption that a seat occupant is not leaning on the back 
rest. They were modelled using 0.1 inch thick aluminum 
plate elements. 
The two main spars in the seat were identified as 
circular, and were modelled as such. These were given an 
outer diameter of 1.75 inches, which was verified by visual 
inspections on several aircraft. They were given a wall 
thickness of 0.063 inches, or 1/16 of an inch. 
The front legs tie into the track using a stud which 
prevents vertical and transverse movement only. Movement 
along the track is prevented by spreader bars, which connect 
the bottom of the front and rear legs just above the track. 
The rear legs tie into the track using a fitting which 
prevents all movement except a rotation about the horizontal 
axis perpendicular to the track. The rear seat legs, both 
diagonal and vertical, are pinned to the rear seat spar, 
allowing rotation about the horizontal axis perpendicular to 
the track. The front legs attach directly to the front 
spar, transferring all loads and moments. Although the legs 
of the seat are shifted to the left side to accommodate the 
position of the tracks in the aircraft, they are identical 
in size and material. The seat backs are attached to their 
supports without allowing rotation. 
The crossbeams between the spars and the vertical seat 
legs have a square cross-section of 1 inch with 0.125 inch 
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walls. The diagonal seat legs also have a square cross-
section, but use 0.5 inch width with 0.1 inch walls. The 
spreader bars, located at the bottom of the seat legs and 
directly over the track, were given a dimension of 1 inch 
wide by 0.2 inches high. The seat model is shown below. 
Figure 3. Seat Model 
Since the model is dynamically loaded, modelling the 
reaction of the human body itself to the impulse was a 
problem. Such models are very complex and are a subject of 
much advanced research in itself. The body was therefore 
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modelled as a concentrated mass, centered at a point 8 
inches above the seat and directly over the front of the 
seat spar. This is where the mass center of the body might 
be located if the occupant was in a crash position. 
Figure 4. Rods Supporting Point Masses 
The seat cushion and seat belts will deflect much more 
than the other seat components, and have the effect of 
dispersing the acceleration pulse and cushioning the 
occupants. The cushion and belts are therefore modelled 
using four rod elements which support the point masses. 
These rod elements are connected to the corners of the seat 
area and have a relatively small modulus of elasticity. The 
rods connecting to the rear of the seat represent seat belts 
and the rods attached to the front spar represent cushions. 
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The primary material used in the seat model is aluminum 
2024-T3 as given in the MIL-HDBK-5E. The leg structure of 
the seat has the properties of PH13-8 stainless steel 
according the MIL HDBK-5E 2-147. The seat track, which is 
manufactured from 7075-T3 aluminum, is modelled using the 
properties of that material. Information on track 
dimensions and material were provided by a manufacturer with 
sufficient detail. The computer model uses the dimensions 
of the heavy duty type conforming to MS33601 specifications. 
Figure 5. Track Model 
The track, although symmetrical, is modelled fully. 
This is done to allow for possibility of non-symmetrical 
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transverse loadings. The model includes two teeth and three 
circular cutout sections, a total of 2.68 inches long, 0.53 
inches high, and 1.36 inches wide. The bottom of the track 
is constrained in all directions. Releasing some of these 
constraints involves a determination of floor strength, 
which would include the effects of floor thickness and 
underfloor structure. This is beyond the scope of this 
research. 
Originally, to transfer the load to the track, an 
application of loads to the nodes on the underside of the 
track teeth was contemplated. A decision to use a fitting 
model and gap elements was made to handle possible load 
concentrations under a particular tooth and to handle the 
load applied parallel to the track. 
An initial fitting model consisted of three disk-shaped 
solid chunks, composed of tetrahedron elements. Two disks 
prevented the fitting from pulling out of the track. The 
third one was fit between the track teeth to prevent 
movement along the track. These disks were connected by 
beam elements to represent the rest of the fitting. This 
was done to maintain the simplest model, while providing 
accuracy at the track/fitting interface. Unfortunately, 
tetrahedron elements are constant strain elements and with 
relatively poor convergence and accuracy properties. 
Problems persisted in the analysis with the convergence of 
the gap elements. Several constraints had to be placed on 
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the model to prevent divergence of the gap strains. Beam 
elements, by design, connect two nodes in bending and axial 
load. At the beam-solid element connection, the analysis 
yielded excessive local stresses in the solid elements 
because the beam connected to a single node. Correct sizing 
of the beams to provide stability to the disks was 
questionable as the beams tended to introduce large 
deflections to the model. Subsequent beam cross sectional 
analysis revealed that these exceed failure criteria by a 
significant margin. 
Figure 6. Original Fitting Figure 7. Original 
Shape Fitting and Track 
The beam elements in these plots are represented by single 
lines. 
A second fitting model was generated using a different 
approach by using first order isoparametric brick elements. 
Tetrahedron elements are used only at the edge of the 
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flanges where the shape makes brick elements impractical. 
These elements are six-sided and are a basic element for 
solid modelling. This model more closely represents the 
actual fitting at the track level. 
A large variety of fittings that have FAA approval are 
available for use. Because of this, it was assumed that the 
fitting itself is not likely to fail and the fitting was not 
modelled extensively. The purpose of the fitting model was 
* 
to transfer the loads from the seat legs to the track as 
accurate as possible. The part of the fitting that exists 
above the track was not modelled, to keep the analysis as 
simple as possible. 
Figure 8. Final Fitting Figure 9. Final Fitting and 
Model Track 
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Gap elements are placed at all possible points of 
contact between the fitting and track. Eight elements are 
employed between the fitting flanges and the underside of 
the track lips to prevent vertical movement, and twenty are 
situated between the sides of the fitting and the track to 
prevent sideward and forward movement. Analysis showed a 
tendency for the fitting to rotate about a horizontal axis 
perpendicular to the track. A single gap element is 
employed below the fitting and above the lower edge of the 
groove in the track to prevent this rotation. 
The track and fitting models consist of a total of 
1,849 solid elements, resulting in 17,848 stiffness 
submatrices and 9312 degrees of freedom. 
RESULTS 
Attempts to apply the 10 degrees yaw and vertical 
deflection of the track as defined in 14 CFR 25.562(b) prior 
to the acceleration impulse presented problems in the seat 
model. These deflections themselves produced stresses in 
the beam elements that exceeded failure stresses several 
times over even before any other loading was applied. 
Consultation with industry representatives confirmed the 
hypothesis that this phenomenon occurs in finite element 
analysis because of the inability of the modeling to include 
any movement within the attachment fittings in the seat 
structure. These fittings allow some play and, therefore, 
some load relief. The analysis allows no movement as the 
loads are transferred. For the scope of this work, the 
acceleration impulse is applied without the floor 
deformation. 
The acceleration impulses, as defined by 14 CFR 
25.562(b) requirements, are applied to all of the seat nodes 
and are shown below. 
The response of the point masses to the acceleration 
pulse is an oscillatory motion in the vertical and 
longitudinal directions, as would be expected from the 
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Figure 10. 14g Acceleration Pulse 
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Figure 11. 16g Acceleration Pulse 
direction of the pulse and rod structure supporting the 
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masses. GIFTS is not capable of modeling material damping 
or plastic deformations, so the resulting motion is an 
undamped sinusoidal wave in these directions. 
Figure 12. Seat with I4g 
Inertial Loading 
Figure 13. Seat with 16g 
Inertial Loading 
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Figure 14. Longitudinal Response to 14g Acceleration Pulse 
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Figure 15. Longitudinal Response to 16g Acceleration Pulse 
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Figure 16. Response of Center Point Mass to 14g 
Acceleration Pulse 
The maximum deflection of the masses occurs fairly 
uniformly at 0.12 seconds after the application of the 
acceleration pulse. At these times, the load applied by the 
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Figure 17. Response of Center Point Mass to 16g 
Acceleration Pulse 
floor to the seat was extracted and the values are listed in 
Table 2. 
, 
1 "^"^ vT \ 
Figure 18. Reaction Loads 
at 0.12 Seconds After 14g 
Acceleration Impulse 
Figure 19. Reaction Loads 
at 0.12 Seconds After 16g 
Acceleration Impulse 
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Figure 20. Undef lected Seat 
Model 
Figure 21. Seat Model at 
Maximum Deflection 
Table 2. Floor Reaction Loads at 0.12 Seconds After 
Acceleration Impulse 
FLOOR REACTION LOADS IN POUNDS AT T=0.12 SECONDS 
14g Pulse 
16g Pulse 
Direction 
Sideward 
Vertical 
Forward 
Sideward 
Vertical 
Forward 
Front 
Right 
-279.? 
*1063G 
0 
-21$.4 
11300 j 
0 
Left 
X7&.0 
6647 
0 
89,40 
7223 
0 
Rear 
Right 
89 *$W 
•*«317 
-4721 
194.1 
-9465 
-7042 
Left 
33 .'V$ 
—449/8 
!-2€62 
\ -£4»24 
-5978 
-3463 
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Figure 22. Track and Fitting 
Model Loading 
The situation being investigated is the problem of the 
seat disconnecting upward from the floor, so only the 
negative loads in the chart are significant. The maximum 
downward load exerted by the floor, and hence the maximum 
upward load applied to the rear floor connection, occurs in 
the response to the 16g pulse on the right side. This can 
be seen in Figure 19. These loads are then quasi-statically 
applied to the fitting and track model for analysis. 
The forward and vertical components of the extreme load 
case, 9,645 pounds up and 7,042 pounds forward, are quasi-
statically applied to the fitting midway between the 
flanges. Attempts to apply the sideward load of 194 pounds 
led to convergence problems. The side load component is 
neglected because of the small magnitude compared with the 
other directions. 
Convergence to within 5% was obtained after 9 
iterations, taking 2 days on the Sun SPARC station I. 
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Maximum stresses in the track model occur at the 
contact points of the fitting as anticipated. Expected 
failure at the base of the teeth is also visible. Maximum 
distortion energy.- or von Mises failure criterion is used in 
the analysis because of the ductile nature of the 7075-T3 
aluminum. 
Figure 23. Side View of 
Track and Fitting Before 
Loading 
Figure 24. side View of 
Deflected Track and Fitting 
Figure 25. End View of 
Deflected Fitting and Track 
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Figure 27. Von Mesis Failure Contours on Left Rear Tooth 
60 
Figure 28. Element Locations in Left Rear Tooth 
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Table 3. Element Results and Position 
ELEMENT 
NUMBER 
133 
135 
166 
160 
142 
151 
157 
163 
178 
154 
LOCATION 
Bottom 
Edge 
Corner 
Top 
Edge 
Corner 
Bottom 
Wall 
Center 
Bottom 
Edge 
Center 
Bottom 
Edge 
Center 
Bottom 
Edge 
Center 
Bottom 
Wall 
Center 
Bottom 
Center 
Center 
Bottom 
Edge 
Corner 
Bottom 
Center 
Center 
PERCENT 
OF 
FAILURE 
462 
375 
290 
244 
234 
232 
230 
212 
208 
201 
STRESS IN KSI 
CTxx 
' xy 
-163.9 
-23.9 
-119.7 
-33.8 
16.3 
-16.2 
-28.9 
59.3 
21.5 
6.5 
-11.2 
58.8 
27.0 
-11.9 
30.0 
23.2 
-19.7 
55.32 
33.4 
27.3 
ayy 
TY* 
-10.2 
-53.3 
-4.58 
-57.5 
-127.4 
-69.6 
-84.7 
-40.42 
10.1 
-18.1 
-72.7 
45.6 
-113.2 
58.6 
25.3 
30.9 
-69.1 
38.3 
21.4 
-40.5 
azz 
Tzx 
-259.2 
125.5 
-205.7 
91.5 
-105.1 
51.7 
-123.1 
48.0 
-135.8 
29.2 
-112.8 
25.3 
-32.5 
-8.75 
-64.6 
55.1 
-6.36 
37.8 
-83.8 
40.8 
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The maximum stresses in the track elements occur on the 
lower corner of the left rear track tooth as the track is 
shown in Figure 26. The rear teeth experience a combined 
loading along the track as well as upward, while the front 
teeth are loaded only vertically. The increased number of 
stress contour-lines around the left rear tooth indicates 
the high stress concentrations. The right rear tooth has 
similar contours, but the values are slightly lower because 
of the rotation of the fitting in the track. This rotation 
occurs because of the lack of friction in the gap elements 
between the structures. Both teeth exceed failure; the left 
rear has a maximum of 463%, and the right rear reaches 410%. 
Figure 27 shows the von Mises failure criteria around the 
left rear tooth. Figure 28 shows the elements of this tooth 
and Table 3 lists the stresses and failure criteria in 
critical elements of the tooth. The largest failure 
criteria occurs at the fitting contact areas on the lower 
surface of the tooth and where the circular section of the 
fitting contacts the tooth at the rear face. 
The failure contours of the fitting are shown in 
Figure 29. As expected, these values are much lower than 
those in the track because of the stainless steel used in 
the fitting. The highest failure criteria do not occur in 
the flanges, but at center of the body of the fitting where 
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the point load is applied. The contours reach 125% because 
of the concentrated loading. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A seat/track model for finite element analysis was 
constructed for a typical airline passenger seat. While 
lacking true fidelity, the model was useful to identify load 
path, load transfer mechanism, and worst seat/track 
condition. Due to the asymmetric seat geometry, the right 
seat leg exhibited the highest stresses and deformations. 
Application of the 10 degrees seat track misalignment as 
required by 14 CFR 25.562(b) produced stresses and 
deformations that, without moment relief points, caused the 
seat frame to be close to failure even prior to application 
of any other loads. 
The seat track model has the dimensions of a track 
sample supplied by the FAA-CAMI. This analysis has 
determined that failure of the seat/track assembly is most 
likely to occur in the track teeth. A maximum stress of 
462% of the failure yield stress indicates that the aluminum 
track will experience plastic deformation. The fitting will 
most likely separate from the seat track, and the seat will 
detach from the supporting aircraft structure in about 0.12 
seconds after impact. 
The use of a graphics-based, finite element analysis 
computer program to analyze problems of this type provided 
insight to the failure mechanism involved. The most 
limiting feature of the GIFTS program for crash dynamics 
problems was that GIFTS is a linear analysis finite element 
program. Its strength was in the advanced pre- and post-
processing capabilities which facilitated failure analyses. 
The gap element was used extensively for this analysis and 
was found to have limitation. Even a small transverse 
loading on the fitting caused the solution to diverge during 
the iteration procedure and thus no result was possible. 
Also, the gap elements provided in the GIFTS library are not 
capable of transmitting shear (friction) forces. However, 
within the scope of this work, the absence of friction was 
not regarded as significant because of the small movement 
possible due to the anchoring design of the fitting. 
The post-processing strengths of GIFTS are equal to 
those of pre-processing. It was capable of presenting the 
results both graphically and numerically for all the 
elements. Generation of stress contours at multiple layers 
in the solid elements simplified analyses and search for 
locations of high stress concentrations. In addition, the 
automatic conversion of stress values to von Mises failure 
criterion was very useful and was used to quickly identify 
critical locations in the model. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following areas are recommended for further 
investigation: 
1. Failure mechanism of aircraft seat/restraint systems 
using nonlinear finite element codes. 
2. Seat/track modelling of a specific aircraft seat. 
3. Development of seat occupant models for finite element 
analysis to improve the accuracy of crash geometry 
during dynamics crash loading. 
4. Effect of floor strength on the track response to 
loading. 
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APPENDIX 
GIFTS Generation Files 
SUN BATCH FILE "BATKIM3" 
m MODEL OF TRACK AND FITTING 
date 
# 
0 
rm Icim3.* 
# 
bulks < < TT 
kim3 
OLB/GENTRACK 
OLB/GENKIM2 
tt 
» SEND SOME PLOTS TO HARDCOPY FILE 
"batkim.HCY" 
H 
#VDIR/l,2,3/syinboff 
#hcon/batlrim/kn/plot/kn/snam/plot/snam/hcoff 
QUIT 
TT 
# 
# Merge points 
editm < < TT 
kim3 
olb/merge2 
TT 
if 
edits < < TT 
Icim3 
» 
* GENERATE GAP ELEMENTS 
OLB/GENKGAP 
Qurr 
TT 
bulkf < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
loadbc < < TT 
kim3 
# 
M> CONSTRAIN BOTTOM OF TRACK 
olb/trcon 
If 
## LOAD FITTING 
# 
olb/LDKIM 
QUIT 
TT 
# 
# 
optim < < TT 
kim3 
210/208/212/220,222// 
TT 
# 
stiff kim3 
# 
savek < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
mmmmmmmmt 
decom < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
defl < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
posts < < TT 
lcim3 
lines/eco/vdir/,1, 
hcon/kim3/plot/hcoff 
TT 
gapco < < TT 
kim3 
5 
TT 
mMMMmMmmmit 
mmmmmmmm* 
decom < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
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defl < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
posts < < TT 
kim3 
lines/eco/vdir/,1, 
hcon/kim3/plot/hcoff 
TT 
gapco < < TT 
kim3 
5 
TT 
mmmmmitmmm 
decom < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
posts < < TT 
kim3 
lines/eco/vdir/,1, 
hcon/kim3/plot/hcoff 
TT 
gapco < < TT 
kim3 
5 
TT 
mmttmrnmumMm 
date 
TT 
# 
defl < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
posts < < TT 
kim3 
lines/eco/vdir/,1, 
hcon/kim3/plot/hcoff 
TT 
gapco < < TT 
kim3 
5 
TT 
mmmttmmmmm 
decom < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
If 
defl < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
posts < < TT 
Icim3 
lines/eco/vdir/,1, 
hcon/lcim3/plot/hcoff 
TT 
gapco < < TT 
kim3 
5 
TT 
mmmmmmmmm 
decom < < TT 
kim3 
TT 
# 
defl < < TT 
kim3 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "GENTRACK.SRC" 
$$$ TRACK GENERATION SRC FILE 
S 
$ SELECT 7075-T6 ALUMINUM 
$ 
STDMAT/eal7075/l/ 
$ 
$ SPECIFY POINTS FOR FRONT FACE 
$ 
KPOINT 
1/.21..53.0 
2/.4..53.0 
3/.21,.38,0 
4/.4,.30,0 
5/.4..23.0 
6/.5..53.0 
7/.5,. 1325,0 
8/.5.0.0 
9/.68..53.0 
10/.68,0,0 
ll/0,.23,0 
12/0,0,0 
13/-.21..53.0 
14/-.4..53.0 
15/-.21,.38,0 
16/-.4..30.0 
17/-.4..23.0 
18/-.5..53.0 
19/-.5,.1325,0 
20/-.5.0.0 
21/-.68..53.0 
22/-.68.0.0/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L13/l,3,4 
L12/l,2,4 
L24/2.4.4 
L34/3.4.4 
L26/2.6.2 
L45/4.5.2 
70 
L57/5,7,2 
L69/6.9.2 
L910/9,10,6 
L78/7.8.2 
L67/6.7.5 
L511/5.11.3 
L1112/ll,12,3 
L812/8,12,3 
L810/8.10.2 
L1314/13.14.4 
L1315/13,15,4 
L1416/14,16,4 
L1516/15.16.4 
L1418/14,18,2 
L1617/16,17,2 
L1719/17.19.2 
L1821/18,21,2 
L2122/21,22,6 
L1920/19,20,2 
L1819/18.19.5 
L1117/17,ll,3 
L1220/20.12.3 
L2022/20,22,2/ 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSITE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L25/L24.L45 
L68/L67.L78 
L1012/L810.L812 
L58/L57.L78 
L1417/L1416.L1617 
L1820/L1819.L1920 
L2212/L2022.L1220 
L1720/L1719.L1920/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G1/L13,L34,L24,L12 
G2/L25,L57,L67,L26 
G3/L68,L810,L910,L69 
G4/L1112,L812,L58,L511 
G26/L1315,L1314,L1416,L1516 
G27/L1418,L1819,L1719,L1417 
G28/L1821 ,L2122,L2022,L1820 
G29/L1720.L1220.L1112.L1117/ 
$ 
$ ADD DEPTH 
$ 
KPOINT 
51/.21,.53,.32 
52/.4,.53,.32 
53/.21..38..32 
54/.4,.3,.32 
55/.4,.23,.32 
56/.5,.53,.32 
57/.5..1325..32 
58/.5,0,-32 
59/.68,.53,.32 
60/.68,0, .32 
61/0, .23,.32 
62/0,0, .32 
63/-.21,.53,-32 
64/-.4,.53,-32 
65/-.21,.38,-32 
66/-.4,.3,.32 
67/-.4,.23,-32 
68/-.5,.53,-32 
69/-.5,.1325,-32 
70/-.5,0,.32 
71/-.68,.53,-32 
72/-.68,0,.32/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLTNE 
L5153/51,53,4 
L5152/51,52,4 
L5254/52.54.4 
L5354/53.54.4 
L5256/52.56.2 
L5455/54,55,2 
L5557/55,57,2 
L5659/56,59,2 
L5960/59,60,6 
L5758/57.58.2 
L5657/56,57,5 
L5561/55.61.3 
L6162/61,62,3 
L5862/58,62,3 
L5860/58,60,2 
L6364/63,64,4 
L6365/63,65,4 
L6466/64,66,4 
L6566/65,66,4 
L6468/64,68,2 
L6667/66,67,2 
L6769/67.69.2 
L6871/68,71,2 
L7172/71.72.6 
L6970/69,70,2 
L6869/68.69.5 
L6167/67,61,3 
L6270/70,62,3 
L7072/70.72.2/ 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSITE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L5255/L5254.L5455 
L5658/L5657.L5758 
L6062/L5860,L5862 
L5558/L5557.L5758 
L6467/L6466,L6667 
L6870/L6869.L6970 
L7262/L7072.L6270 
L6770/L6769.L6970/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G5/L5153,L5354,L5254,L5152 
G6/L5255,L5557,L5657,L5256 
7 1 
G7/L5658,L5860,L5960,L5659 
G8/L6162,L5862,L5558,L5561 
G30/L6365,L6364,L6466,L6566 
G31/L6468,L6869,L6769,L6467 
G32/L6871 ,L7172,L7072,L6870 
G33/L6770,L6270,L6162,L6167/ 
$ 
$ ADD SIDES 
$ 
$ DEFINE KEYPOINTS AT MIDDLE OF TOOTH 
$ FOR GAP ELEMENT CONNECTION LATER 
$ 
KPOINT 
23/-.21,.38,.16 
24/-.4,.3,.16 
25/.21,.38,.16 
26/.4,.3,.16/ 
SLINE 
L151/1.51.7 
L252/2,52,7 
L325/3,25,4 
L2553/25,53,4 
L426/4,26,4 
L2654/26.54.4 
L555/5,55,7 
L656/6.56.7 
L757/7.57.7 
L858/8,58,7 
L959/9.59.7 
L1060/10,60,7 
L1161/ll,61,7 
L1262/12,62,7 
L1363/13,63,7 
L1464/14.64.7 
L1523/15,23,4 
L2365/23.65.4 
L1624/16,24,4 
L2466/24,66,4 
L1767/17,67,7 
L1868/18,68,7 
L1969/19.69.7 
L2070/20,70,7 
L2171/21,71,7 
L2272/22.72.7/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE COMPOSITE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L1565/L1523.L2365 
L1666/L1624.L2466 
L353/L325.L2553 
L454/L426.L2654/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G9/L13,L353,L5153,L151 
G10/L151 ,L5152.L252.L12 
Gl 1/L353,L5354,L454,L34 
G 12/L454,L5254,L252,L24 
G13/L252,L5256,L656,L26 
G14/L656,L5659,L959,L69 
G15/L959,L5960,L1060,L910 
G16/L858,L5860,L1060,L810 
G17/L1262,L5862,L858,L812 
G18/L1161,L6162,L1262,L1112 
G19/L1161,L5561,L555,L511 
G20/L555,L5455,L454,L45 
G21 /L656,L5657,L757,L67 
G22/L656,L5658,L858,L68 
G23/L57,L757,L5557,L555 
G24/L58,L858,L5558,L555 
G25/L5255,L555,L25,L252 
$ 
$ NOW THE OTHER SIDE 
$ 
G34/L1315,L1363,L6365,L1565 
G35/L1314,L1464,L6364,L1363 
G36/L1516,L1666,L6566,L1565 
G37/L1416,L1666,L6466,L1464 
G38/L1418,L1868,L6468,L1464 
G39/L1821,L2171,L6871,L1868 
G40/L2171,L7172,L2272,L2122 
G41/L2272,L7072,L2022,L2070 
G42/L2070,L6270,L1262,L1220 
$ GRID 43 WOULD BE THE SAME AS GRID 18 
G44/L1767,L6167,L1161.L1117 
G45/L1617,L1666,L6667,L1767 
G46/L1819,L1969,L6869,L1868 
G47/L1868,L6870,L2070,L1820 
G48/L1719,L1969,L6769,L1767 
G49/L1720,L2070,L6770,L1767 
G50/L1417,L1767,L6467,L1464/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SOLID CHUNKS 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/1 
BRICK 
S1/G1,G5,G9,G12,G10,G11 
S2/G2,G6,G25,G21,G23,G13 
S3/G3,G7,G22,G15,G14,G16 
S4/G4,G8,G18,G24,G19,G17 
S5/G26,G30,G34,G37,G35,G36 
S6/G27.G31 ,G50,G46,G48,G38 
S7/G28,G32,G47,G40,G39,G41 
S8/G29,G33,G18,G49,G44,G42/ 
$ 
$ 
$$$ NOW ANOTHER TOOTH SEGMENT 
$ 
$ 
KPOINT 
101/.21..53.1 
102/.4..53.1 
103/.21,.38,1 
104/.4..3.1 
105/.4,.23,1 
106/.5,.53,1 
107/.5,. 1325,1 
108/.5,0,1 
109/.68,.53,1 
110/.68,0,1 
111/0,.23,1 
112/0,0,1 
113/-.21,.53,1 
114/-.4..53.1 
115/-.21,.38,1 
116/-.4..3.1 
117/-.4..23.1 
118/-.5,.53,1 
119/-.5,.1325,1 
120/-.5.0.1 
121/-.68..53.1 
122/-.68.0.1/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE KEYPOINTS AT MIDDLE OF TOOTH 
$ FOR GAP ELEMENT CONNECTION LATER 
$ 
KPOINT 
123/-.21..38.1.16 
124/-.4..3.1.16 
125/.21..38.1.16 
126/.4..3.1.16/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L101103/101,103,4 
L101102/101,102,4 
L102104/102,104,4 
L103104/103,104,4 
L102106/102.106.2 
L104105/104,105,2 
L105107/105.107.2 
L106109/106,109,2 
L109110/109,110,6 
L107108/107.108.2 
L106107/106.107.5 
L105111/105,111,3 
LI 11112/111,112,3 
L108112/108,112,3 
L108110/108,110,2 
LI13114/113,114,4 
L113115/113,115,4 
LI 14116/114,116,4 
L115116/115,116,4 
LI 14118/114,118,2 
LI 16117/116,117,2 
LI 17119/117,119,2 
L118121/118,121,2 
L121122/121,122,6 
L119120/119,120,2 
LI 18119/118,119,5 
L111117/117.111,3 
LI 12120/120,112,3 
L120122/120.122.2/ 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSrTE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L102105/L102104.L104105 
L106108/L106107,L107108 
L110112/L108110,L108112 
L105108/L105107.L107108 
L114117/LU4116,L116117 
LI18120/L118119.L119120 
L122112/L120122.L112120 
LI17120/L117119.L119120/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G101/L101103,L103104,L102104,L101102 
G102/L102105,L105107,L106107,L102106 
G103/L106108,L108110,L109110,L106109 
G104/L111112,L108112,L105108,L105111 
G105/L113115.L113114.L114116.L115116 
G106/L114118,L118119,L117119,L114117 
G107/L118121,L121122,L120122,L118120 
G108/L117120.L112120.L111112.L111117/ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ADD FAR SIDE 
$ 
$ 
$ 
KPOINT 
151/.21..53.1.32 
152/.4..53.1.32 
153/.21..38.1.32 
154/.4,-3,1.32 
155/.4..23.1.32 
156/.5,.53,1.32 
157/.5..1325.1.32 
158/.5.0.1.32 
159/.68,.53,1.32 
160/.68.0.1.32 
161/0..23.1.32 
162/0,0,1.32 
163/-.21..53.1.32 
164/-.4..53.1.32 
165/-.21,.38,1.32 
166/-.4..3.1.32 
167/-.4..23.1.32 
168/-.5,.53,1.32 
169/-.5,.1325,1.32 
170/-.5,0,1.32 
171/-.68,-53,1.32 
172/-.68.0.1.32/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L151153/151.153.4 
L151152/151,152,4 
L152154/152.154.4 
L153154/153.154.4 
L152156/152.156.2 
L154155/154.155.2 
L155157/155.157.2 
L156159/156.159.2 
L159160/159.160.6 
L157158/157,158,2 
L156157/156.157.5 
L155161/155,161,3 
L161162/161,162,3 
73 
L158162/158.162.3 
L158160/158,160,2 
L163164/163,164,4 
L163165/163.165.4 
LI 64166/164,166,4 
L165166/165,166,4 
L164168/164,168,2 
L166167/166,167,2 
L167169/167.169.2 
L168171/168.171.2 
L171172/171,172,6 
L169170/169.170.2 
L168169/168,169,5 
L161167/167,161,3 
L170162/170.162.3 
L170172/170,172,2/ 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSITE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L152155/L152154.L154155 
L156158/L156157.L157158 
L160162/L158160.L158162 
L155158/L155157.L157158 
L164167/L164166.L166167 
L168170/L168169.L169170 
L172162/L170172.L170162 
L167170/L167169.L169170/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G201/L151153,L153154,L152154,L151152 
G202/L152155,L155157,L156157,L152156 
G203/L156158,L158160,L159160,L156159 
G204/L161162,L158162,L155158,L155161 
G205/L163165,L163164,L164166,L165166 
G206/L164168,L168169,L167169,L164167 
G207/L168171,L171172,L170172,L168170 
G208/L167170,L170162,L161162.L161167/ 
$ 
$ ADD SIDES 
$ 
SLINE 
L101151/101,151,7 
L102152/102,152,7 
L103125/103.125.4 
L125153/125.153.4 
L104126/104,126,4 
L126154/126.154.4 
L105155/105,155,7 
L106156/106,156,7 
L107157/107.157.7 
L108158/108,158,7 
L109159/109,159,7 
LI 10160/110,160,7 
L111161/lll,161,7 
LI 12162/112,162,7 
L113163/113.163.7 
LI 14164/114,164,7 
LU5123/115,123,4 
L123165/123,165,4 
LI 16124/116,124,4 
L124166/124.166.4 
L117167/117,167,7 
L118168/118,168,7 
LI 19169/119,169,7 
L120170/120,170,7 
L121171/121,171,7 
L122172/122.172.7/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE COMPOSrTE LINES 
s 
COMPLINE 
L115165/L115123.L123165 
LI 16166/L116124.L124166 
L103153/L103125.L125153 
L104154/L104126.L126154/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G209/L101103,L103153,L151153,L101151 
G210/L101151 ,L151152.L102152.L101102 
G211/L103153,L153154,L104154,L103104 
G212/L104154,L152154,L102152,L102104 
G213/L102152,L152156,L106156,L102106 
G214/L106156,L156159,L109159,L106109 
G215/L109159,L159160,L110160,L109110 
G216/L108158,L158160,L110160,L108110 
G217/L112162,L158162,L108158,L108112 
G218/L111161,L161162,L112162,LU1112 
G219/L111161,L155161,L105155,L105111 
G220/L105155,L154155,L104154,L104105 
G221/L106156,L156157,L107157,L106107 
G222/L106156,L156158,L108158,L106108 
G223/L105107.L107157.L155157.L105155 
G224/L105108,L108158,L155158,L105155 
G225/L152155,L105155,L102105,L102152 
$ 
$ NOW THE OTHER SBJE 
$ 
G226/L113115,L113163,L163165,L115165 
G227/L113114,L114164,L163164,L113163 
G228/L115116.L116166,L165166,L115165 
G229/L114116,L116166,L164166,L114164 
G230/L114118.L118168,L164168,LI14164 
G231/L118121,L121171,L168171,L118168 
G232/L121171,L171172,L122172,L121122 
G233/L122172,L170172,L120122,L120170 
G234/L120170,L170162,L112162.L112120 
$ GRID 235 WOULD BE THE SAME AS GRID 218 
G236/L117167,L161167,L111161,L111117 
G237/L116117.L116166.L166167.L117167 
G238/L118119,LU9169,L168169,L118168 
G239/L118168,L168170,L120170,L118120 
G240/L117119,L119169,L167169,L117167 
G241/L117120,L120170,L167170,L117167 
G242/L114117.L117167.L164167.L114164/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SOLID CHUNKS 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/1 
74 
BRICK 
S201/G101,G201,G209,G212,G210,G211 
S202/G102,G202,G225,G221,G223,G213 
S203/G103,G203,G222,G215,G214,G216 
S204/G104,G204,G218,G224,G219,G217 
S205/G105,G205,G226,G227,G228,G229 
S206/G106,G206,G238,G240,G242,G230 
S207/G107,G207,G231,G232,G233,G239 
S208/G108,G208,G241,G234,G218,G236/ 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ CONNECT USING ARCED LINES 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ RIGHT SIDE 
$ 
$ ADD STRAIGHT SIDES 
$ 
SLINE 
L55105/55,105,9 
L56106/56,106,9 
L57107/57.107.9 
L58108/58,108,9 
L59109/59,109,9 
L60110/60,110,9 
L61111/61,111,9 
L62112/62,112,9 
L67117/67,117,9 
L68118/68,118,9 
L69119/69,119,9 
L70120/70.120.9 
L71121/71,121,9 
L72122/72,122,9/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE KEYPOINTS ON ARCS 
$ 
KPOINT 
81/.4,.53,-66 
82/.445,.53,.66 
83/.4,.3168,.66 
84/.445,.3000,-66 
85/-.4,.53,.66 
86/-.445,.53,.66 
87/-.4,.3168,.66 
88/-.445,.3000,.66/ 
$ 
$ ADD CIRCULAR ARCS 
$ 
CARC 
L51101/51,81,101,9 
L52102/52,82,102,9 
L53103/53,83,103,9 
L54104/54.84,104,9 
L63113/63,85,113,9 
L64114/64,86,114,9 
L65115/65,87,115,9 
L66116/66,88,116,9/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G109/L5153,L53103,L101103,L51101 
Gl 10/L5152,L52102,L101102.L51101 
Gl 11/L5354,L54104,L103104,L53103 
G112/L5254,L54104,L102104,L52102 
Gl 13/L5256,L56106,L102106,L52102 
Gl 14/L5659,L59109,L106109,L56106 
Gl15/L5960.L60110.L109110.L59109 
Gl 16/L5860.L60110.L108110.L58108 
Gl 17/L5862.L62112.L108112.L58108 
G118/L6162,L62112.L111112.L61111 
G119/L5561,L61111,L105111,L55105 
G120/L5455,L55105,L104105,L54104 
G121/L5657,L57107,L106107,L56106 
G122/L5658,L58108,L106108,L56106 
G 123/L5557.U7107.L105107.L55105 
G124/L5558,L58108,L105108,L55105 
G125/L5255,L55105,L102105,L52102 
$ 
$ NOW THE OTHER SIDE 
$ 
G126/L6365.L65115,L113115.L63113 
G127/L113114.L64114.L6364.L63113 
G128/L115116,L66U6,L6566,L65U5 
G129/L114116.L66116,L6466,L64114 
G130/L114118,L68118,L6468,L64114 
G131/L118121,L71121,L6871,L68118 
G132/L121122,L72122,L7172,L71121 
G133/L120122,L72122,L7072,L70120 
G134/L112120.L62112.L6270.L70120 
$ GRID 135 WOULD BE THE SAME AS GRID 118 
G136/L111117,L67117,L6167,L61111 
G137/L116117.L67117.L6667.L66116 
G138/LU8119,L69119,L6869,L68118 
G139/L118120,L70120,L6870,L68118 
G140/L117119,L69119,L6769,L67117 
G141/L117120,L70120,L6770,L67117 
G142/L114117.L67117,L6467,L64114/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SOLID CHUNKS 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/1 
BRICK 
S101/G5,G101,G109,G112,G110,G111 
S102/G6,G102,G125,G121,G123,G113 
S103/G7,G103,G122,G115,G114,G116 
S104/G8,G104,GU8,G124,G119,G117 
S105/G30,G105,G126,G127,G128,G129 
S106/G31,G106,G138,G140,G142,G130 
S107/G32,G107,G131,G132,G133,G139 
S108/G33,G108,G141,G134,G118,G136/ 
$SSS$S$SSS$S$$S$$S$$$S$$S$SSSSS$SS$SS$S$$SSSSSS$$ 
$ ADD ANOTHER TOOTH SEGMENT 
$ss$$ss$$$sss$$sss$$$$$ssss$sssss$s$sss$$$$sssss$ 
KPOINT 
201/.21,.53,2 
202/.4,.53,2 
203/.21..38.2 
75 
204/.4,.3,2 
205/.4..23.2 
206/.5..53.2 
207/.5,.1325,2 
208/.5,0,2 
209/.68,.53,2 
210/.68,0,2 
211/0,-23,2 
212/0,0,2 
213/-.21,.53,2 
214/-.4,.53,2 
215/-.21..38.2 
216/-.4..3.2 
217/-.4..23.2 
218/-.5..53.2 
219/-.5..1325.2 
220/-.5.0.2 
221/-.68..53.2 
222/-.68.0.2/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L201203/201,203,4 
L2012O2/201,202,4 
L202204/202.204.4 
L203204/203,204,4 
L202206/202,206,2 
L204205/204.205.2 
L205207/205,207,2 
L206209/206,209,2 
L209210/209.210.6 
L207208/207.208.2 
L206207/206.207.5 
L205211/205,211,3 
L211212/211,212,3 
L208212/208,212,3 
L208210/208,210,2 
L213214/213.214.4 
L213215/213.215.4 
L214216/214.216.4 
L215216/215,216,4 
L214218/214.218.2 
L216217/216.217.2 
L217219/217.219.2 
L218221/218.221.2 
L221222/221,222,6 
L219220/219.220.2 
L218219/218.219.5 
L211217/211.217.3 
L212220/212.220.3 
L220222/220.222.2/ 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSITE LINES 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L202205/L202204.L204205 
L206208/L206207.L207208 
L210212/L208210.L208212 
L205208/L205207.L207208 
L214217/L214216.L216217 
L218220/L218219.L219220 
L222212/L220222.L212220 
L217220/L217219.L219220/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
S 
GRID4 
G301/L201203,L2032O4,L2022O4,L201202 
G302/L202205 ,L205207,L206207,L202206 
G303/L2O62O8,L2O8210,L2O9210,L206209 
G304/L211212,L208212,L205208,L205211 
G305/L213215,L213214,L214216,L215216 
G306/L214218,L218219,L217219,L214217 
G307/L218221,L221222,L220222,L218220 
G308/L217220,L212220,L211212.L211217/ 
$ 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ CONNECT USING ARCED LINES 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ RIGHT SIDE 
$ 
$ ADD STRAIGHT LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L155205/155.205.9 
L156206/156.206.9 
L157207/157.207.9 
L158208/158,208,9 
L159209/159.209.9 
L16O210/160,210,9 
L161211/161,211,9 
L162212/162.212.9 
L167217/167.217.9 
L168218/168,218,9 
L169219/169.219.9 
L170220/170.220.9 
L171221/171.221.9 
L172222/172,222,9/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE KEYPOINTS ON ARC 
$ 
KPOINT 
281/.4,.53,1.66 
282/.445,.53,1.66 
283/.4..3168.1.66 
284/.445,.3000,1.66 
285/-.4..53.1.66 
286/-.445,.53,1.66 
287/-.4..3168.1.66 
288/-.445,.3000,1.66/ 
$ 
$ ADD CIRCULAR ARCS 
$ 
CARC 
L151201/151,281,201,9 
L152202/152.282.202.9 
L153203/153,283,203,9 
L154204/154,284,204,9 
L163213/163.285,213,9 
76 
L164214/164,286,214,9 
L165215/165.287.215.9 
L166216/166,288,216,9/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G309/L151153,L153203,L201203,L151201 
G310/L151152,L152202,L201202,L151201 
G311/L153154,L154204,L203204,L153203 
G312/L152154,L154204,L202204,L152202 
G313/L152156,L1562O6,L2022O6,L1522O2 
G314/L156159,L159209,L206209,L156206 
G315/L159160,L160210,L209210,L159209 
G316/L158160,L160210,L208210,L158208 
G317/L158162,L162212,L208212,L158208 
G318/L161162,L162212,L211212,L161211 
G319/L155161,L161211,L205211,L155205 
G320/L154155,L155205,L204205,L154204 
G321/L156157,L157207,L206207,L156206 
G322/L156158,L158208,L206208,L156206 
G323/L155157,L157207,L205207,L155205 
G324/L155158,L158208,L205208,L155205 
G325/L152155,L155205,L202205,L152202 
$ 
$ NOW THE OTHER SIDE 
$ 
G326/L163165.L165215.L213215.L163213 
G327/L213214,L164214,L163164,L163213 
G328/L215216,L166216,L165166,L165215 
G329/L214216.L166216.L164166.L164214 
G330/L214218,L168218,L164168,L164214 
G331/L218221,L171221,L168171,L168218 
G332/L221222,L172222,L171172,L171221 
G333/L220222,L172222,L170172,L170220 
G334/L212220,L162212,L170162,L170220 
$ GRID 335 WOULD BE THE SAME AS GRID 318 
G336/L211217,L167217,L161167,L161211 
G337/L216217,L167217,L166167,L166216 
G338/L218219,L169219,L168169,L168218 
G339/L218220,L170220,L168170,L168218 
G340/L217219,L169219,L167169,L167217 
G341/L217220,L170220,L167170,L167217 
G342/L214217,L167217,L164167,L164214/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SOLID CHUNKS 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/1 
BRICK 
S301/G201,G301,G309,G312,G310,G311 
S302/G202,G302,G325,G321 ,G323,G313 
S303/G203,G303,G322,G315,G314,G316 
S304/G204,G304,G318.G324.G319.G317 
S305/G205,G305,G326,G327,G328,G329 
S3O6/G2O6,G3O6,G338,G340,G342,G330 
S307/G207,G307,G331 .G332.G333 ,G339 
S308/G208,G308,G341,G334,G318,G336/ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ ADD A FINAL TOOTH SEGMENT 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$S$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
KPOINT 
301/.21,.53,-.68 
302/.4..53.-.68 
303/.21..38.-.68 
304/.4,.3,-.68 
305/.4,.23,-.68 
306/.5..53.-.68 
307/.5,.1325,-.68 
308/.5,0,-.68 
309/.68..53.-.68 
310/.68,0,-.68 
311/0..23.-.68 
312/0.0.-.68 
313/-.21..53.-.68 
314/-.4..53.-.68 
315/-.21..38.-.68 
316/-.4..3.-.68 
317/-.4..23.-.68 
318/-.5..53.-.68 
319/-.5..1325.-.68 
320/-.5.0.-.68 
321/-.68..53.-.68 
322/-.68.0.-.68/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE LINES 
$ 
SLINE 
L301303/301,303,4 
L301302/301,302,4 
L3O2304/302,3O4,4 
L303304/303,304,4 
L302306/3O2,306,2 
L304305/304.305.2 
L305307/305.307.2 
L306309/306.309.2 
L309310/309,310,6 
L307308/307,308,2 
006307/306,307,5 
U05311/305,311,3 
L311312/311,312,3 
L308312/308.312.3 
L308310/308,310,2 
U13314/313.314.4 
L313315/313.315.4 
U14316/314.316.4 
U15316/315,316,4 
L314318/314,318,2 
U16317/316.317.2 
L317319/317.319.2 
U18321/318.321.2 
U21322/321,322,6 
U19320/319,320,2 
L318319/318,319,5 
L311317/311,317,3 
U12320/312.320.3 
L320322/320,322,2/ 
S 
$ 
$ FORM COMPOSTTE LINES 
77 
$ 
COMPLINE 
L302305/L302304,L304305 
L3O63O8/L3O63O7.L3O7308 
L310312/U08310.L308312 
L305308/L305307.L307308 
L314317/L314316.L316317 
L318320/L318319.L319320 
L322312/L320322.L312320 
L317320/L317319.L319320/ 
$ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G401/L301303,L303304,L302304,L301302 
G402/L302305 ,L305307,L306307,L302306 
G4O3/L3O6308.L308310.L309310,006309 
G404/L311312.L308312.L305308.L305311 
G405/O13315,O13314,O14316,O15316 
G406/O14318,O18319,O17319,O14317 
G407/O18321 ,L321322,L320322,L318320 
G408/O17320,O12320,O11312,O11317/ 
$ 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ CONNECT USING ARCED LINES 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ 
$ RIGHT SIDE 
$ 
$ ADD STRAIGHT SIDES 
$ 
SLINE 
L5305/5,305,9 
L6306/6,306,9 
L7307/7,307,9 
L8308/8,308,9 
L9309/9,309,9 
L10310/10.310.9 
LU3U/11,311,9 
L12312/12,312,9 
L17317/17.317.9 
L18318/18,318,9 
LI9319/19,319,9 
L20320/20.320.9 
L21321/21.321.9 
L22322/22.322.9/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE KEYPOINTS ON ARCS 
$ 
KPOINT 
381/.4,.53,-.34 
382/.445,.53,-.34 
383/.4..3168.-.34 
384/.445,.30O0,-.34 
385/-.4,.53,-.34 
386/-.445,.53,-.34 
387/-.4,.3168,-.34 
388/-.445..3000.-.34/ 
$ 
$ ADD CIRCULAR ARCS 
$ 
CARC 
L1301/1.381.301.9 
L2302/2.382.302.9 
U303/3,383,303,9 
L4304/4,384,304,9 
L13313/13,385,313,9 
L14314/14,386,314,9 
L15315/15,387,315,9 
L16316/16,388,316,9/ 
$ 
$ GENERATE GRIDS 
$ 
GRID4 
G409/L1301,L301303,L3303,L13 
G410/L12,L2302,U01302,L1301 
G411 /L34,L43O4,L3033O4,L33O3 
G412/L24,L4304,U02304,L2302 
G413/L26,L6306,U02306,L2302 
G414/L69,L9309,L306309,L6306 
G415/L910,L10310,L309310,L9309 
G416/L810,L10310,U08310,L8308 
G417/L812,L12312,U08312,L8308 
G418/L1112,L12312,L3U312,L11311 
G419/L5U,L11311,L305311,L5305 
G420/L45 ,L5305 .U04305 ,L4304 
G421/L67,L7307,L306307,L6306 
G422/L68,L8308,U06308,L6306 
G423/L57,L7307,U05307,L5305 
G424/L58,L8308,L305308,L5305 
G425/L25 ,L5305 ,L3O2305,L2302 
$ 
$ NOW THE OTHER SIDE 
$ 
G426/L1315,L15315,L313315,L13313 
G427/L1314,L14314,L313314,L13313 
G428/U15316,L16316,L1516,L15315 
G429/U14316,L16316,L1416,L14314 
G430/L314318,L18318,L1418,L14314 
G431/L318321,U1321,L1821,L18318 
G432/U21322,L22322,L2122,L21321 
G433/U20322,L22322,U022,L20320 
G434/L312320,L12312,L1220,L20320 
$ GRID 435 WOULD BE THE SAME AS GRID 318 
G436/L311317,L17317,L1117,L11311 
G437/L316317,L17317,L1617,L16316 
G438/L318319,L19319,L1819,L18318 
G439/U 18320.U0320.L1820.L18318 
G440/L317319,L19319,L1719,L17317 
G441/L317320,U0320,L1720,L17317 
G442/L314317,L17317,L1417,L14314/ 
$ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SOLID CHUNKS 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/1 
BRICK 
S401/G1 ,G401 ,G409,G412,G410,G411 
S402/G2,G402,G425,G421 .G423.G413 
S403/G3,G403,G422,G415,G414,G416 
S404/G4,G404,G418,G424,G419,G417 
S405/G26,G405,G426,G427,G428,G429 
S406/G27,G406,G438,G440,G442,G430 
S407/G28.G407.G431 ,G432,G433,G439 
S408/G29,G408,G441,G434,G418,G436/ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "GENKIM2.SRC" 
$$$ GENERATION FILE FOR WHOLE FITTING 
$ 
$ 
$$$ DEFINE CYLINDER 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ DEFINE MATERIAL 3 TO BE STAINLESS STEEL, 
WITH 
$ SPECS PH13-8 STAINLESS STEEL MIL HDBK-5E 
2-147 
$ 
$ 
$ 
ELMAT.6 
3 
180E3,2.9E7,.28,7.2205&4,0,0/ 
$ 
$$ GENERATE CYLINDERS TO PROJECT POINTS 
ONTO 
$ 
ELCYLIND 
CI 
0..3000..160 
.375,.3000,.160 
0,.3000, .535 
C2 
0,.3000,1.160 
.375, .3000.1.160 
0,.3000,1.535 
C3 
0..5300.-.34 
.375..5300.-.34 
0, .5300, .0350/ 
$ 
$$$ SET COLOR POINTER TO 5 
ECOPTR/5 
$ 
$$$$$$ FITTING $ 1 
$ 
xbulks 
VDJX/,1, 
KPOINT 
801/.1875,.2350,0 
802/.1875,.53,0 
803/-.1875,.2350,0 
804/-.1875,.53,0 
78 
805/.1875,.2350,1.6 
806/.1875,. 53,1.6 
807/-.1875..2350.1.6 
808/-.1875..53.1.6 
8O9/O..53.0 
849/0,.2350,0/ 
$ 
SLINE, 1 
L801802/801,802,4,-150 
001849/801,849,2 
003849/803,849,2 
003804/803,804,4,-150 
002809/802,809,2 
004809/804,809,2 
001805/801,805,12 
002806/802,806,12 
003807/803,807,12 
004808/804,808,12 
005806/805,806,4,-150 
005807/805,807,3 
007808/807,808,4,-150 
006808/806,808,3/ 
S 
COMPLINE 
002804/002809,004809 
O01803/001849,003849/ 
$ 
GRTD4S 
G501 /O01802,001803,003804,002804 
2,1 
4004,4004,4004,4004/ 
GRID4 
G503/O01802,001805,005806,002806 
G504/O01803,001805,005807,003807 
G505/O03804,O03807,O07808,O04808 
G506/O02804,O02806,O06808,O04808/ 
SETY 
SLD8/3 
BRICK 
S501/G501,G502,G503,G5O4,G5O5,G506/ 
$ 
$$$ NEW GENERATE CIRCULAR PART 
$ 
$$ TOP FIRST 
$ 
KPOINT 
810/.26517..53.-.07483 
811/.34645,.53,-.19649 
812/.375..53.-.34 
813/.34645,.53,-.48351 
814/.26517..53.-.60517 
815/.14351,.53,-.68645 
816/0..53.-.715 
817/-.14351,.53,-.68645 
818/-.26517,.53,-.60517 
819/-.34645,.53,-.48351 
820/-.375,.53,-.34 
821/-.34645,.53,-.19649 
822/-.26517,.53,-.07483 
823/.1875..53.-.1525 
824/.1875..53.-.34 
825/.1875,.53,-.5275 
79 
826/0..53.-.5275 
827/-.1875,.53,-.5275 
828/-.1875..53.-.34 
829/-.1875..53.-.1525 
830/0..53.-.1525 
831/0,.53,-.34/ 
$ 
SLINE 
002810/802,810,2 
010811/810,811,2 
011812/811,812,2 
012813/812,813,2 
013814/813,814,2 
014815/814,815,2 
015816/815,816,2 
016817/816,817,2 
017818/817,818,2 
018819/818,819,2 
019820/819,820,2 
020821/820,821,2 
021822/821,822,2 
004822/804,822,2 
023824/823,824,3 
024825/824,825,3 
025826/825,826,3 
026827/826,827,3 
027828/827,828,3 
028829/828,829,3 
029830/829,830,3 
030831/830,831,3 
023830/823,830,3 
024831/824,831,3 
026831/826,831,3 
028831/828,831,3 
010823/810,823,3 
012824/812,824,3 
014825/814,825,3 
016826/816,826,3 
018827/818,827,3 
020828/820,828,3 
022829/822,829,3 
009830/809,830,3 
002809 A/802,809,2 
004809 A/804,809,2/ 
$ 
COMPLINE 
010812/010811,011812 
012814/012813,013814 
014816/014815,015816 
016818/016817,017818 
018820/018819,019820 
020822/020821,021822 
O09810/O02809A.O02810 
009822/004809 A.O04822/ 
$ 
GRID4 
G507/O09810,010823,023830,009830 
G508/O10812,O12824,O23824,O10823 
G509/O12814,O14825,O24825,O12824 
G510/O14816,O16826,O25826,O14825 
G511/016818,018827,026827,016826 
G512/O18820,O20828,O27828,O18827 
G513/O20822,O22829,O28829,O20828 
G514/009822,009830,029830,022829 
G515/023824,024831,030831,023830 
G516/024825,025826,026831,024831 
G517/026827,027828,028831,026831 
G518/028829,029830,030831,028831/ 
$ 
$$ BOTTOM 
$ 
KPOINT 
850/.26517,.2350,-.07483 
851/.34645..2350,-. 19649 
852/.375..2350.-.34 
853/.34645,.2350,-.48351 
854/.26517..2350.-.60S17 
855/.14351..2350.-.68645 
856/0,.2350,-.715 
857/-. 14351 ..2350.-.68645 
858/-.26517..2350.-.60517 
859/-.34645,.2350.-.48351 
860/-.375..2350.-.34 
861/-.34645,.2350,-.19649 
862/-.26517..2350.-.07483 
863/.1875,.2350,-.1525 
864/.1875..2350.-.34 
865/.1875,.2350,-.5275 
866/O..2350.-.5275 
867/-.1875..2350.-.5275 
868/-.1875,.2350,-.34 
869/-.1875..2350.-.1525 
870/0,.2350,-.1525 
871/0..2350.-.34/ 
$ 
$ 
SLINE 
001850/801,850,2 
050851/850,851,2 
051852/851,852,2 
052853/852,853,2 
053854/853,854,2 
054855/854,855,2 
055856/855,856,2 
056857/856,857,2 
057858/857,858,2 
058859/858,859,2 
059860/859,860,2 
060861/860,861,2 
061862/861,862,2 
003862/803,862,2 
063864/863,864,3 
064865/864,865,3 
065866/865,866,3 
066867/866,867,3 
067868/867,868,3 
068869/868,869,3 
069870/869,870,3 
070871/870,871,3 
063870/863,870,3 
064871/864,871,3 
066871/866,871,3 
068871/868,871,3 
050863/850,863,3 
80 
052864/852,864,3 
054865/854,865,3 
056866/856,866,3 
058867/858,867,3 
060868/860,868,3 
062869/862,869,3 
049870/849,870,3 
001849 A/801,849,2 
003849 A/803,849,2/ 
$ 
COMPLINE 
050852/050851,051852 
052854/052853,053854 
054856/054855,055856 
056858/056857,057858 
058860/058859,059860 
060862/060861,061862 
O49850/O01849A,O01850 
049862/003849 A.O03862/ 
$ 
GRID4 
G527/O49850,O50863,O63870,O49870 
G528/O50852,O52864,O63864,O50863 
G529/052854,054865,064865,052864 
G530/O54856,O56866,O65866,O54865 
G531/056858,058867,066867,056866 
G532/O58860,O60868,O67868,O58867 
G533/O60862,O62869,O68869,O60868 
G534/O49862,O49870,O69870,O62869 
G535/063864.064871,070871,063870 
G536/064865,065866,066871,064871 
G537/066867,067868,068871,066871 
G538/O68869,O69870,O70871,O68871/ 
$ 
$$ CONNECT TOP AND BOTTOM 
$ 
SLINE 
010850/810,850,4,7 
822,862,4,2002 
023863/823,863,4,9 
831,871,4,1001 
009849/809,849,4/ 
$ 
GRID4S 
G540/O10812,O12852,O50852,O10850 
6,1 
2002,2002,2002,2002 
G547/O10823,O23863,O50863,O10850 
7,1 
2001,1001,2001,2002 
G554/023824,024864,063864,023863 
7,1 
1001,1001,1001,1001 
G562/024831,031871,064871,024864 
4,1 
2000,0,2000,2002/ 
GRID4 
G539/O09849,O09830,O30870,O49870 
G566/O23830,O30870,O63870,O23863 
G567/O09810,O10850,O49850,O09849 
G568/O09822,O22862,O49862,O09849/ 
$ 
SETY 
SLD8/3 
BRICK 
S502/G567,G539,G566,G547,G507,G527 
S503/G547,G540,G548,G554,G508,G528 
S504/G548,G541,G549,G555,G509,G529 
S505/G549,G542,G550,G556,G510,G530 
S506/G550.G543 ,G551 ,G557,G511 ,G531 
S507/G551,G544,G552,G558,G512,G532 
S509/G552,G545,G553,G559,G513,G533 
S510/G553,G539,G568,G560,G514,G534 
S512/G566,G554,G562,G565,G515,G535 
S513/G562,G555,G556,G563,G516,G536 
S514/G563,G557,G558,G564,G517,G537 
S515/G565,G564,G559,G560,G518,G538/ 
S 
$$$$$$$$$$ FIRST FITTING 
$ 
$$ RIGHT SIDE 
$ 
KPOINT 
881/.3395..30.0 
882/.375..30..16 
883/.33915..30..32 
884/.1875..30..48476 
885/.1875..32029..32 
886/.1875,.34,.16 
887/.1875,.32029,0 
888/.3395,.2350,0 
889/.375..2350..16 
890/.33915,.2350,.32 
891/.1875..2350..48476 
892/.1875,.2350,.32 
893/.1875..2350..16/ 
$ 
SLINE 
001888/801,888,2 
001887/801,887,2 
001893/801,893,2 
081882/881,882,2,6 
886,887,2,1001 
088889/888,889,2,5 
892,893,2,1001 
081888/881,888,2,6 
886,893,2,1001 
081887/881,887,2,3 
883,885,2,999 
089893/889,893,2,2 
890,892,2,999/ 
$ 
GRIM 
G570/O81887,086887,082886,081882 
G571/O81887,O81888,O01888,O01887 
G572/081888.088889,082889,081882 
G573/082886,082889,089893,086893 
G574/O01887,O01893,O86893,O86887 
G575/O01888,O88889,O89893,O01893 
G576/085886.083885,082883,082886 
G577/O82883,O82889,O89890,O83890 
G578/O83885,O85892,O90892,O83890 
G579/085886,086893,092893,085892 
G580/O89890,O90892,O92893,O89893 
8 1 
G581 /O83890.O90891,084891,083884 
G582/085892,091892,084891,084885/ 
$ 
GRID3 
G583/083885,083884,084885 
G584/O90892.O90891,091892/ 
SETY/SLD8/3 
$ 
BRICK 
S516/G570,G571,G572,G573,G574,G575 
S517/G576,G573,G577,G578,G579,G580/ 
$ 
SETY/TET4/3 
TPRISM 
S518/G583,G584,G578,G581,G582/ 
$ 
$$LEFT SIDE 
$ 
KPOINT 
901/-.3395,.30,0 
902/-.375,.30,.16 
903/-.33915..30..32 
904/-.1875,.30,-48476 
905/-.1875,.32029,.32 
906/-.1875,.34,.16 
907/-.1875,.32029,0 
908/-.3395..2350.0 
909/-.375,.2350,.16 
910/-.33915,.2350,.32 
911/-. 1875,.2350, .48476 
912/-.1875,.2350,.32 
913/-.1875,.2350,.16/ 
$ 
SLINE 
003908/803,908,2 
003913/803,913,2 
003907/803,907,2 
L901902/901,902,2,6 
906,907,2,1001 
L908909/908,909,2,5 
912,913,2,1001 
L901908/901,908,2,6 
906,913,2,1001 
L901907/901,907,2,3 
903,905,2,999 
L909913/909,913,2,2 
910,912,2,999/ 
$ 
GRIM 
G585/L901907,L906907,L902906,L901902 
G586/L901902,L902909,L908909,L901908 
G587/L902909,L902906,L906913 ,L909913 
G588/L906907.O03907.O03913 ,L906913 
G589/L901908,O03908,O03907,L901907 
G590/O03908,L908909,L909913,003913 
G591/L902903,L902906,L905906,L903905 
G592/L902909,L909910,L903910,L902903 
G593/L903905,L905912,L910912,L903910 
G594/L9O5906,L9O6913,L912913,L905912 
G595/L912913,L909913,L909910,L910912 
G596/L903910.L910911 ,L904911.L903904 
G597/L904905,L905912,L911912.L904911/ 
$ 
GRID3 
G598/L903905 .L904905 .L903904 
G599/L911912,L910912,L910911/ 
$ 
SETY/SLD8/3 
S 
BRICK 
S519/G585,G586,G587,G588,G589,G590 
S520/G591 .G592.G593 ,G594,G587,G595/ 
SETY/TET4/3 
$ 
TPRISM 
S521/G598,G599,G597,G596,G593/ 
$ 
$ 
$$$$$$ NEXT FITTING 
$ 
$ 
$$$$$$$$$$ 
S 
S$ RIGHT SIDE 
S 
KPOINT 
918/.1875..2350..83524 
919/.1875,.30,.83524 
920/.1875..2350.1 
921/.3395,.30,1 
922/.375,.30,1.16 
923/.33915,.30,1.32 
924/.1875,.30,1.48476 
925/. 1875,.32029,1.32 
926/.1875,.34,1.16 
927/.1875,.32029,l 
928/.3395,.2350,1 
929/.375,.2350,1.16 
930/.33915,.2350,1.32 
931/.1875,.2350,1.48476 
932/.1875,.2350,1.32 
933/.1875,.2350,1.16/ 
$ 
SLINE 
L918919/918.919.2 
L918928/918,928,2 
L918920/918.920.2 
L919921/919.921.2 
L919927/919.927.2 
L920928/920,928,2 
L920927/920.927.2 
L920933/920,933,2 
L921922/921,922,2,6 
926,927,2,1001 
L928929/928,929,2,5 
932,933,2,1001 
L921928/921,928,2,6 
926,933,2,1001 
L921927/921,927,2,3 
923,925,2,999 
L929933/929,933,2,2 
930,932,2,999/ 
$ 
GRIM 
82 
G600/L921927.L926927.L922926.L921922 
G601/L921927,L921928,L920928,L920927 
G602/L921928,L928929,L922929,L921922 
G603/L922926.L922929.L929933.L926933 
G604/L920927.L920933 .L926933 .L926927 
G6O5/L92O928,L928929,L929933,L920933 
G606/L925926,L923925,L922923,L922926 
G607/L922923,L922929,L929930,L923930 
G608/L923925,L925932,L930932,L923930 
G609/L925926,L926933,L932933,L925932 
G610/L929930,L930932,L932933,L929933 
G611 /L923930.L930931 ,L924931 .L923924 
G612/L925932,L931932,L924931,L924925 
G615/L918919,L919921,L921928,L918928 
G616/L918919,L919927,L920927,L918920/ 
$ 
GRID3 
G613/L923925 ,L923924,L924925 
G614/L930932.L930931 ,L931932 
G617/L919921,L921927,L919927 
G618/L918928.L920928.L918920/ 
SETY/SLD8/3 
$ 
BRICK 
S522/G600.G601 ,G602,G603 ,G604,G605 
S523/G606,G603,G607,G608,G609,G610/ 
$ 
SETY/TET4/3 
TPRISM 
S524/G613,G614,G608,G611,G612 
S525/G617,G618,G615,G616,G601/ 
$ 
$$$ LEFT SIDE 
$ 
KPOINT 
938/-.1875,.2350,.83524 
939/-.1875..30..83524 
940/-.1875,.2350,l 
941/-.3395..30.1 
942/-.375,.30,1.16 
943/-.33915..30.1.32 
944/-. 1875,-30,1.48476 
945/-.1875,.32029,1.32 
946/-.1875..34.1.16 
947/-.1875..32029.1 
948/-.3395..2350.1 
949/-.375..2350.1.16 
950/-.33915..2350.1.32 
951/-.1875..2350.1.48476 
952/-.1875..2350.1.32 
953/-.1875..2350.1.16/ 
$ 
SLINE 
L938940/938.940.2 
L938939/938,939,2 
L938948/938,948,2 
L939947/939.947.2 
L939941/939,941,2 
L940948/940,948,2 
L940947/940.947.2 
L94O953/940,953,2 
L941942/941,942,2,6 
946,947,2,1001 
L948949/948,949,2,5 
952,953,2,1001 
L941948/941,948,2,6 
946,953,2,1001 
L941947/941.947.2.3 
943,945,2,999 
L949953/949,953,2,2 
950,952,2,999/ 
$ 
GRIM 
G620/L941947,L946947,L942946,L941942 
G621/L941947,L941948,L940948,L940947 
G622/L941948.L948949.L942949.L941942 
G623/L942946,L942949,L949953,L946953 
G624/L940947,L940953,L946953,L946947 
G625/L940948,L948949,L949953,L940953 
G626/L945946,L943945,L942943,L942946 
G627/L942943,L942949,L949950,L943950 
G628/L943945,L945952,L950952,L943950 
G629/L945946,L946953,L952953,L945952 
G630/L949950,L950952,L952953,L949953 
G631 /L943950,L950951 .L944951 .L943944 
G632/L945952,L951952,L944951,L944945 
G635/L938939,L938940,L940947,L939947 
G636/L938939,L938948,L941948,L939941/ 
S 
GRTD3 
G633/L943945,L943944,L944945 
G634/L950952.L950951 ,L951952 
G637/L939941.L939947.L941947 
G638/L938940,L938948,L940948/ 
SETY/SLD8/3 
$ 
BRICK 
S526/G620.G621 ,G622,G623,G624,G625 
S527/G626,G623,G627,G628,G629,G630/ 
$ 
SETY/TET4/3 
TPRISM 
S528/G633 ,G634,G628,G631 ,G632 
S529/G637,G638,G635,G636,G621/ 
VDIR/4,1,1 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "MERGE2.SRC:" 
$$$ move some of those points 
S 
MOVEP 
3922/.1875..32029.0 
1998/.1875,.32029,0 
3785/.1875..34..16 
3787/.1875,.32029,.32 
3789/.1875,.30,.48476 
83 
3795/.1875 
3797/. 1875, 
3799/. 1875, 
3801/.1875, 
3803/. 1875, 
2022/.1875, 
2003/.1875, 
2004/. 1875, 
2007/.1875, 
2008/.1875, 
2009/.1875, 
2010/.1875, 
2011/.1875, 
$ 
3924/-.1875 
2000/-.1875 
3815/-.1875 
3817/-.1875 
3819/-.1875 
3825/-. 1875 
3827/-.1875 
3829/-. 1875 
3831/-.1875 
3833/-.1875 
2022/-. 1875 
2023/-.1875 
2024/-.1875 
2027/-. 1875 
2028/-.1875 
2029/-.1875 
2030/-.1875 
2031/-.1875 
$ 
MERGEP 
3922/887 
1998/887 
3785/886 
3787/885 
3789/884 
3795/919 
3797/927 
3799/926 
3801/925 
3803/924 
3924/907 
2000/907 
3815/906 
3817/905 
3819/904 
3825/939 
3827/947 
3829/946 
3831/945 
3833/944 
2002/893 
2003/892 
2004/891 
2007/918 
2008/920 
2009/933 
2010/932 
2011/931 
30, .83524 
.32029,1.0 
,34,1.16 
.32029,1.32 
30,1.48476 
2350,. 16 
2350, .32 
.2350,-48476 
.2350,.83524 
.2350,1 
2350,1.16 
.2350,1.32 
.2350,1.48476 
,.32029,0 
,.32029,0 
,.34,.16 
,.32029,-32 
,.30, .48476 
,.30,.83524 
32029,1.0 
,.34,1.16 
,.32029,1.32 
,.30,1.48476 
,.2350,. 16 
,.2350, .32 
,.2350, .48476 
,.2350,.83524 
,.2350,1 
,.2350,1.16 
,.2350,1.32 
2350,1.48476/ 
2022/913 
2023/912 
2024/911 
2027/938 
2028/940 
2029/953 
2030/952 
2031/951/ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "MERGE2.SRC" 
$$$ GRID CONSTRAINT SRC FILE $$$ 
$$$ TO BE USED WITH LOADBC 
S 
$ CONSTRAIN BOTTOM OF TRACK IN ALL 
DIRECTIONS 
$ 
SUPG 
G16 
G17 
G41 
G42 
G116 
G117 
G133 
G134 
G216 
G217 
G233 
G234 
G316 
G317 
G333 
G334 
G416 
G417 
G433 
G434/ 
$ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "LDKIM.SRC" 
$$$ TRA73 FLOOR ATTACHMENT LOADS 
S 
$ 
LDCASE/1 
SLOADP.l 
S3839/-1.941E+02/ 
LOADP.3 
3839/7.042E+03/ 
84 
LOADP.2 
3839/9.645E+03/ 
$ 
END 
SUN BATCH FILE "S7TRA3.BAT" 
0 SEAT MODEL TRA73 
0 
0 
# 
# 
0 
0 
0 Group 2: VERTICAL SEAT LEGS 
0 Group 3: ANGLED SEAT LEGS AND BACK 
SUPPORTS 
0 Group 4: CROSSBEAMS 
0 Group 5: SPREADER BARS 
0 
beamcs < < TT 
TRA73 
recth 
1/2.2.5/.25..25 
2/l,l/.125,.125 
3/.75,.75/.l,.l/ 
circh 
4/1.75,1.625/ 
rects 
5/.2.1/ 
quit 
TT 
bulkm < < TT 
TRA73 
olb/S7KP 
quit 
TT 
editm < < TT 
TRA73 
olb/S7BMl 
quit 
TT 
mcheck < < TT 
TRA73 
no 
TT 
loadbc < < TT 
TRA73 
olb/S7PIN2 
olb/S7REAC2 
olb/S7PMASS 
anty/dtrans 
quit 
TT 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
wave < < TT 
TRA73 
OLB/WAVE16 
QUIT 
TT 
mtransTRA73 13,16 .005 
trans < < TT 
TRA73 
histogrm/1,6,100,102/3,3,3,3/ 
STEPS/150,2/ 
SETUP/1,75/ 
INFSTEPS/// 
QUIT 
TT 
stress TRA73 
0 
0 ADD SOME COLORS 
0 
result < < TT 
TRA73 
tbcored 
2/13 
3/8 
5/2 
10/4/ 
thco 
0 
0 REMOVE DISPLAY OF RODS SUPPORTING 
MASSES 
0 
EOFF/34,45/ 
0 
0 STORE EXTREME MODEL VALUES 
0 
0 KNOWING THAT TIMES OF .125 SEC AND .225 
SEC 
0 (LOAD CASES #13 AND #23) 
0 PRODUCE THE EXTREME DEFLECTIONS 
0 
lpon,l/TRA73ext 
ldcase/13/ext//infdn/l ,111,/ 
ldcase/23/ext//infdn/l ,111,/ 
lpoff 
quit 
TT 
0 
0 FIND AND SAVE REACTION LOADS 
0 
loadbc < < TT 
TRA73 
rload 
lpon,l/TRA73rld 
ldcase/13/infld/l,lll/ 
ldcase/23/infld/l,lll/ 
lpoff 
quit 
TT 
0 
0 SAVE PLOTTER FILES OF UNDEFLECTED SEAT, 
SEAT IN LOAD CASE 13 AND HISTOGRAM 
0 
result < < TT 
TRA73 
hcon/TRA73plt 
ldcase/1/thco/plot 
85 
ldcase/13/thco/plot 
hcoff 
quit 
TT 
0 
0 SAVE PLOT OF HISTOGRAM 
0 
trans < < TT 
TRA73 
hcon/TRA73plt 
plot 
hcoff 
quit 
TT 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "S7KP.SRC" 
$$$ SEAT MODEL GENERATION SRC FILE 
$ TO BE USED WITH BULKM 
$ 
$ SEAT MODEL BASED ON PTC SILHOUETTE 
MODEL 910 
$ 
$ SET KEYPOINTS 
$ FRONT CROSSBAR 
$ 
KPOINT 
1/0,15.63,0 
2/19.83,15.63,0 
3/22.75,15.63,0 
4/39.66,15.63,0 
5/43.50,15.63,0 
6/59.50,15.63,0 
$ 
$ REAR CROSSBAR 
$ 
7/0,12.38,-11 
8/19.83,12.38,-11 
9/22.75,12.38,-11 
10/39.66,12.38,-11 
11/43.50,12.38,-11 
12/59.50,12.38,-11 
$ 
$ SEAT TRACK CONNECTION POINTS 
$ 
13/22.75,0,0 
14/43.50,0,0 
15/22.75,0,-16 
16/43.50,0,-16 
$ 
$ REFERENCE POINTS FOR BEAM GENERATION 
$ 
17/0,12.38,20 
18/0,15.63,20 
19/19.38,50,0 
20/39.66,50,0 
21/59.50,50,0 
22/22.75,0,20 
23/43.50,0,20 
24/50,0,0 
$ 
$ REAR OF SEAT PAN 
$ 
25/0,15.63,-15.97 
26/19.83,15.63,-15.97 
27/39.66,15.63,-15.97 
28/59.50,15.63,-15.97 
$ 
$ PIVOT POINT ON SEAT STRUCTURE 
$ 
29/0,22,-18.62 
30/19.83,22,-18.62 
31/39.66,22,-18.62 
32/59.50,22,-18.62 
$ 
$ MORE REFERENCE POINTS 
$ 
33/0,0,20 
34/19.83,0,20 
35/39.66,0,20 
36/59.50,0,20 
S 
$ TOP OF SEAT BACK 
S 
37/0,43.75,-23.75 
38/19.83,43.75,-23.75 
39/39.66,43.75,-23.75 
40/59.50,43.75,-23.75 
S 
$ MORE TOP OF SEAT BACK 
$ 
45/19.83,43.75,-23.75 
46/39.66,43.75,-23.75 
$ 
$ ADD POINTS FOR PIN JOINTS AT REAR LEGS 
$ 
49/22.75,12.38,-11 
50/43.50,12.38,-11 
$ 
$ ADD POINTS FOR PIN JOINTS AT ENDS OF 
$ SPREADER BARS 
$ 
51/22.75,0,0 
52/43.50,0,0 
53/22.75,0,-16 
54/43.50,0,-16 
$ 
$ SET POINTS FOR OCCUPANT'S CENTER OF MASS 
$ IN THE CENTER OF THE SEAT, OVER THE 
$ FRONT BEAM, AND 8 INCHES ABOVE IT 
$ 
100/9.92,23.63,0 
101/29.75,23.63,0 
102/49.58,23.63,0/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE MATERIAL 1 TO BE GIFTS STANDARD 
$ 2024 ALUMINUM 
$ 
STDMAT/EAL2024/1/ 
$ 
$ DEFINE MATERIAL 2 TO BE 2024 ALUMINUM 
$ RESEMBLING MIL-HDBK-5E SPECIFICATIONS 
$ 
ELMAT.6 
2 
45000,1.098E7,.33,2.59E4,1.29E-5.0/ 
$ 
$ 
$ DEFINE MATERIAL 3 TO BE STAINLESS STEEL, 
$ WITH SPECS PH13-8 STAINLESS STEEL 
$ MIL HDBK-5E 2-147 
$ 
$ 
$ 
ELMAT.6 
3 
180E3.2.9E7, .28,7.2205E-4,0,0/ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ALL MATERIALS HAVE A LINEAR 
$ STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
S 
$ 
$ ORDER OF PROPERTIES: 
$ YIELD STRESSfPSI), YOUNG'S MODULUS(PSI), 
$ POISSON'S RATIO, 
$ DENSrrY(LB/IN4SEC2), COEFFICIENT OF 
$ THERMAL EXPANSION(IN/IN F), 
$ DAMPING COEFFICIENT 
$ 
$ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "S7BM1.SRC" 
$$$ SEAT MODEL 7 
$$$ SEAT BEAM GENERATION SRC FILE 
$ TO BE USED WITH EDITM 
$ 
$ COMMENTS: 
$ 
$ REAR AND DIAGONAL LEGS PINNED TO 
$ REAR SPAR 
$ SEAT BACKS NO LONGER PINNED 
$ ALL LEGS STAINLESS STEEL 
$ FRONT AND REAR SPARS: 1.75" OD 
$ CIRCULAR, 1/16" WAIXS 
$ LEGS AND CROSSBEAMS: 1" x 1", 
$ .125" WALO 
$ DIAGONALS: .5" x .5", .1" WALO 
$ SEAT BACKS: .1" THICK BENDING ELEM 
$ FRONT ATTACHMENTS STUDS ONLY 
$ SPREADER BARS 1" x .2" ALUMINUM 
$ 
$ 
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$ SET THICKNESS POINTER TO 4 AND 
$ MATERIAL POINTER TO 2 
$ 
PTRTH/4 
PTRM/2 
$ 
$ GENERATE BEAMS 
$51 
BEAM2 
1,2,18 
2,3,18 
3,4,18 
4,5,18 
5,6,18/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE MATERIAL POINTER TO 3 
$ FOR STAINLESS STEEL LEGS 
$ AND THICKNESS POINTER TO 2 
$ 
PTRM/3 
PTRTH/2 
$ 
BEAM2 
3,13,22 
5,14,23 
S 
$ ADD PINNED REAR SEAT LEGS 
$ 
15,49,22 
16,50,23/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE THICKNESS GROUP TO 3 
$ FOR DIAGONAL LEGS 
$ 
PTRTH/3 
$ 
BEAM2 
49,13,22 
50,14,23/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE THICKNESS POINTER TO 2 
$ FOR DIFFERENT SIZED CROSSBEAMS AND 
$ MATERIAL POINTER BACK TO 2 
$ 
$ 
PTRTH/2 
PTRM/2 
$ 
BEAM2 
1,7,2 
2,8,3 
4,10,5 
6,12,5/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE THICKNESS POINTER TO 3 
$ FOR SEAT BACK SUPPORTS 
$ 
PTRTH/3 
BEAM2 
7,25,8 
8,26,10 
10,27,12 
12,28,10 
25,29,26 
26,30,27 
27,31,28 
28,32,27/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE THICKNESS POINTER TO 4 
$ FOR REAR SPAR 
S 
PTRTH/4 
BEAM2 
7,8,17 
8,9,17 
9,10,17 
10,11,17 
11,12,17/ 
$ 
$ CHANGE THICKNESS POINTER TO 5 
$ FOR SPREADER BAR 
$ 
PTRTH/5 
BEAM2 
51,53,13 
52,54,14/ 
$ 
$ 
$ GENERATE SEAT BACK PANELS 
$ USING BENDING ELEMENTS 
$ 
$ THICKNESS GROUP 10: 0.1 INCH THICKNESS 
ETH.l 
10/0.1/ 
$ 
PTRTH/10 
PTRM/2 
$ 
QB4 
37,38,29,30 
45,46,30,31 
39,40,31,32/ 
$ 
$ MODEL SEAT BELT AND CUSHION USING RODS 
$ SEAT CUSHION STIFFNESS: 2000 LB/IN 
$ SEAT BELT STIFFNESS: 3000 LB/IN 
$ 
$ 
$ MATERIAL 11 - CUSHION: 
$ USING E=FL/(ADel), L = 12.74 INCHES, 
$ A = 1.00 SQ IN 
$ E CUSHION = 2000 * 12.74 = 25490 PSI 
$ 
ELMAT.2 
11/1E6.25490/ 
ETH.l 
11/1.00/ 
$ 
PTRTH/11 
PTRM/11 
$ 
ROD2 
1,100 
2,100 
2,101 
4,101 
4,102 
6,102/ 
$ 
$ MATERIAL 12 - SEAT BELT: 
$ USING E=FL/(ADel), L = 18.60 INCHES, 
$ A = 1.00 SQ IN 
$ E CUSHION = 3000 • 18.60 = 55800 PSI 
$ 
ELMAT.2 
12/1E6,55800/ 
$ 
PTRM/12 
$ 
ROD2 
7,100 
8,100 
8,101 
10,101 
10,102 
12,102/ 
$ 
VDJR/4,2,1 
SPLOT 
$ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "S7PIN2.SRC" 
$$$ SRC FILE TO PIN SEAT BACKS 
$$$ TO SEAT FRAME 
$ TO BE USED WITH LOADBC 
$ 
$ 
$ INSERT PINS AT REAR LEG ATTACHMENTS 
$ Use Point CONstraints, so that a local coordinate 
$ system is not set up which will affect prescribed 
$ displacements command 
S 
peon 
49,1/9,1 
49,2/9,2 
49,3/9,3 
49,5/9,5 
49,6/9,6 
$ 
50,1/11,1 
50,2/11,2 
50,3/11,3 
50,5/11,5 
50,6/11,6 
$ 
51,1/13,1 
51,2/13,2 
51,3/13,3 
51,5/13,5 
51,6/13,6 
$ 
52,1/14,1 
52,2/14,2 
52,3/14,3 
52,5/14,5 
52,6/14,6 
$ 
53,1/15,1 
53,2/15,2 
53,3/15,3 
53,5/15,5 
53,6/15,6 
$ 
54,1/16,1 
54,2/16,2 
54,3/16,3 
54,5/16,5 
54,6/16,6/ 
$ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "S7REAC2.SRC" 
$$$ SEAT MODEL 7 CONSTRAINT SRC FILE 
$ 
$ THIS VERSION SUPPLIES CONSTRAINTS 
$ ONLY FOR LOAD CASES WITHOUT FLOOR 
$ DEFORMATIONS - LOAD CASES 1,2, AND 5 
$ 
$ TO BE USED WITH LOADBC 
$ 
$ CONSTRAIN BOTTOM OF SEAT LEGS 
$ SO THAT REACTION FORCES 
$ CAN BE OBTAINED 
$ 
$ ASSUME THAT PLAY IN ATTACHMENT 
$ DEVICE ALLOWS 10 DEGREES 
$ OF ROLL ROTATION, SO THEREFORE 
$ THIS FREEDOM IS NOT CONSTRAINED 
$ 
$ ASSUME PIN ATTACHMENTS AT FLOOR 
$ SO THAT PITCH DEFORMATION 
$ IS NOT CONSTRAINED. 
$ 
$ CONSTRAIN UPWARD AND SIDEWARD 
$ DISPLACEMENTS ONLY 
$ AT FRONT ATTACHMENTS BECAUSE 
$ IT USES A STUD 
$ 
$ CONSTRAIN YAW ROTATION AND ALL 
$ DISPLACEMENTS AT REAR ATTACHMENT 
$ 
LDCASE/1 
DISP.l 
13,16/0/ 
DISP.2 
88 
13,16/0/ 
DISP.3 
15,16/0/ 
$ 
END 
GIFTS SOURCE FILE "S7FMASS.SRC" 
$$$ SEAT MASS SRC FILE 
$ TO BE USED WITH LOADBC 
$ 
S 
$ FIRST INITIALIZE MASS MATRIX 
MASS 
S 
$ APPLY POINT MASSES TO THE SEAT 
$ 170 lb / 32.2 = 5.280 SLUGS 
$ 5.280 / 12 = 0.4400 SLUG FT/INCH 
$ 
MASSP 
100,102 
0.4400,0.4400/ 
END 
89 
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